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Template Mutations of Human Telomerase RNA
Inhibit Tumor Cell Proliferation and

Perturb Telomerase Activity In Vitro

Melissa Alicia Rivera

Abstract

Telomerase synthesizes the telomeric DNA at the ends of chromosomes. A small portion

of the telomerase RNA serves as a template for telomere synthesis. In S. cerevisiae and T.

thermophila, telomerase template mutations result in the synthesis of mutant sequences at

telomeres which disrupt telomere length and telomerase catalytic activity. We generated

mutations in the human telomerase RNA (h'■ ER) template and expressed them in breast

(MCF-7) or prostate (LNCaP) cancer cell lines. Expression of the mutant-template

telomerase RNAs (MT-hTers) reduced cell viability and increased apoptosis in cells

cultured in vitro and in cells xenografted into a nude mouse model in vivo. This occurred

despite low levels of MT-hTer expression in a background of wildtype h'TER expression,

and despite unaltered, stable telomere lengths. Thus, these MT-hTers exerted strong

dominant-negative effects on cell proliferation. Further study of all the MT-hTers in vitro

indicated they were catalytically active. Analysis of mutant template telomerase activity

showed that a mismatch within the template domain and an insertion into the template

reduced telomerase processivity and that larger changes to the template either reduced

activity or affected the processivity of DNA synthesis. Finally, we used a template

mutation that allows processive synthesis of telomeric DNA in a test system to show that

template switching is not required for processive activity.

* --~~~~~ *>~~
-
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All Ends Have a Beginning

The term "telomere" was coined long before many aspects of telomere composition were

known. As defined by Hermann Muller, telomere [Gk. telos, end + meros, part] refers to

both the physical end of the chromosome and the gene he believed mapped to the end of

each chromosome and served to "seal" it. Muller observed and named telomeres early in

the last century while studying the chromosomes of Drosophila melanogaster following

X-irradiation (Muller, 1938). He noted that telomeres do not interact with each other or

with the "new" chromosome ends (which we now refer to as double-stranded breaks)

created by ionizing radiation, yet the "new" ends interact with each other. Barbara

McClintock, in her studies of maize, noted that broken chromosome ends (i.e., "new"

chromosome ends) could "heal" and cease to cross-react with other "new" ends

(McClintock, 1941). Thus, both researchers noted that telomeres were inherently stable.

However, the study of telomeres was in its infancy and further advances would depend

upon the development of the tools of molecular biology.

The End-Replication Problem

Fast forward a few decades, past the revelations that DNA is the genetic material and that

each chromosome in eukaryotes is a double-stranded linear DNA molecule, and another

crucial role for the telomere was recognized. Telomeres are the solution to the "end

replication problem" of linear chromosomes. In 1972, James Watson realized that the 5'

to 3' unidirectional nature of the replication machinery implied that it could not

completely replicate linear double-stranded DNA. DNA synthesis by DNA polymerase

requires a 3'-OH to catalyze the addition of nucleotides, which is provided by short RNA

º: + _*
* --> 2.
º
-**



primers that subsequently degrade. The remaining gaps are filled in when DNA

polymerase uses the 3'-OH of newly synthesized DNA nucleotides located 5' of the

original RNA primer. However, when the RNA primer at the extreme end of a newly

synthesized strand is degraded, there is a stretch of unduplicated nucleotides lost with

each round of replication. Thus without telomeres providing a DNA buffer, it was

thought that our chromosomes would slowly shorten with each cell division, resulting in

the gradual loss of crucial genetic material that in turn would reduce the viability of an

organism, ultimately leading to its demise. However, this expected continual loss of DNA £ºº
º

was not observed and it was unknown how chromosome ends were prevented from gº

shortening. So, the question posed by Watson's insight was "how did organisms with º º:

linear chromosomes deal with the end-replication problem?" 2
cº

Tracking the End: Telomere Maintenance Theories º
* ---

Watson proposed one solution to address the end-replication problem: *
*º

concatemerization, a theory derived from the model of T7 phage replication (Watson, º

1972). According to his model, the end-replication problem could be avoided by

repetitive sequences at the terminal ends of chromosomes that would form concatemers.

Another model was proposed by Cavalier-Smith: he theorized that a palindromic

sequence at the 3' end of DNA could self-prime by folding back upon itself, and thereby

provide the 3'-OH for DNA polymerase to replicate the opposite strand (Cavalier-Smith,

1974). Both models shared one theme: that telomeres within an organism might have a

common sequence. However, the precise sequence composition of telomeres remained a

mystery for several more years.



The first clue to how telomeres solved the end-replication problem was provided in 1978

when the ends of rDNA in the ciliate protozoa, Tetrahymena thermophila, were

sequenced (Blackburn and Gall, 1978). Elizabeth Blackburn and Joseph Gall established

that the T. thermophila telomere sequence was a simple repeat, TTGGGG (Blackburn

and Gall, 1978). A few years later the end sequence of the ciliates Stylonychia pustulata

and Oxytricha nova were determined to be a related simple repeat, TTTTGGGG

(Klobutcher et al., 1981; Oka et al., 1980). Although scientists had discovered the

sequences of ciliate telomeres, it was unclear whether similar sequences would be present

in other eukaryotes because ciliates have an unusual property - they have two nuclei. One

nucleus, the micronucleus, is like that of most eukaryotes and contains chromosomes that

undergo normal divisions. The other nucleus, the macronucleus, is known to contain a

vast array of DNA fragments with telomeres. It was this large population of telomeres in

macronuclei that made sequencing telomeres possible, but the unusual origin left doubts

as to whether telomeres of other eukaryotes would be similar (Gall, 1995).

However, the finding that the T. thermophila telomere repeat sequence can function as a

telomere in yeast suggested that other eukaryotic telomeres might be similar (Szostak and

Blackburn, 1982). This was confirmed when normal yeast telomeres were sequenced and

shown to have a similar sequence to ciliate telomeres (Shampay et al., 1984).

Subsequently, in situ hybridization as well as sequencing indicated that simple G-rich

repeats were present at the telomeres of many other eukaryotic species (Henderson,

1995). For instance, human telomeres and those of all vertebrates yet examined, are

ºcº



comprised of TTAGGG repeats, which differ by only base from the TTGGGG repeats

of the ciliate T. thermophila (Chen, 2000; Henderson, 1995; Moyzis et al., 1988).

Once telomeres were shown to contain a series of simple G-rich repeats in various

organisms, the focus turned to the question of how those sequences were added. In the

early 1980's there were two proposed models for telomere addition. The first model

suggested that telomeric DNA was added by recombination or slippage by DNA

polymerase while copying repetitive sequences (Walmsley et al., 1984). Recombination ■ º
was consistent with the observation made in T. thermophila and other ciliates that *:

telomere lengths are heterogeneous despite an apparent overall length restriction to a ■ º
defined range (Blackburn and Gall, 1978; Klobutcher et al., 1981; Oka et al., 1980). º:
Polymerase slippage or recombination is also consistent with the observation of net cº

telomere lengthening, initially observed in trypanosomes (Bernards et al., 1983) and then º
in T. thermophila a few years later (Larson et al., 1987). >

*

However, two observations made in the yeast S. cerevisiae argued against these modes of

telomere addition. A linear plasmid with T. thermophila telomere repeats transformed

into yeast acquires yeast telomeric repeats instead of extending its pre-existing repeats as

would be predicted by polymerase slippage (Shampay et al., 1984). Second, the yeast

telomeric repeats added are not intermixed with T. thermophila repeats, which argues

against a recombination mechanism (although we now know telomeres can be maintained

by recombination under some circumstances: see section, "Telomere Maintenance Without

Telomerase'). These observations formed the basis of the second model for telomere



addition, that of de novo synthesis of telomeres by a terminal transferase (Shampay et al.,

1984).

Telomerase: the End Solution

Telomerase, first called a telomere terminal transferase, was first identified in 1985 as an

activity within Tetrahymena thermophila extracts that synthesized telomeric repeats in

vitro (Greider and Blackburn, 1985). In the presence of dTTP and radiolabeled d6TP the

enzyme elongates a telomeric oligonucleotide, (TTGGGG)4, and produced a distinctive

ladder of products with a 6-base periodicity. When the newly identified terminal

transferase activity isolated from Tetrahymena was tested with an S. cerevisiae telomeric

repeat primer it elongated the primer yet continued to produce the 6-base ladder specific

for Tetrahymena. This demonstrated that the telomeric sequence added is independent of

the input primer, indicating that the terminal transferase adds DNA sequences de novo,

not by primer slippage. The new enzyme was shortly thereafter named telomerase and

was revealed to be an RNP by its sensitivity to treatment with RNase A, micrococcal

nuclease or proteinase K (Greider and Blackburn, 1987).

Initially two RNAs co-purified with telomerase activity, but an RNA species of 159

nucleotides proved to be the necessary component for telomerase activity (Greider and

Blackburn, 1987; Greider and Blackburn, 1989). The RNA contained a short region of

nine ribonucleotides (5'-CAACCCCAA-3') that were complementary to one and a half

telomeric repeats of T. thermophila. Directed cleavage of this short region with RNase H

and complementary nucleotides abolished telomerase activity, indicating that this region



was the template for DNA synthesis (Greider and Blackburn, 1989). Mutation of the

template region of the RNA results in the synthesis of the corresponding mutant repeats

at telomeres in vivo (Yu et al., 1990). Thus, telomerase was demonstrated to be a reverse

transcriptase important for the addition of telomeric DNA. However, the observation

that telomerase uses an intrinsic RNA template for the synthesis of DNA makes it

unique among reverse transcriptases.

Since then, telomerase activity has been isolated in a wide array of organisms. Telomerase

activity identified in the ciliates Oxytricha nova (Zahler and Prescott, 1988) and Euplotes

crassus (Shippen-Lentz and Blackburn, 1989) has properties similar to Tetrahymena

telomerase: RNase A sensitivity, and the addition of telomeric repeats with distinct

banding patterns corresponding to species-specific telomere repeats. Subsequently

telomerase activity has been isolated from human cells, mouse, frog, Fugu (the Japanese

pufferfish), yeasts, plants, Paramecium and parasitic protozoa (Bradford et al., 1997;

Cano et al., 1999; Cohn and Blackburn, 1995; Fitzgerald et al., 1996; Fulton and

Blackburn, 1998; Lue and Peng, 1997; Mantell and Greider, 1994; McCormick-Graham

and Romero, 1996; Morin, 1989; Prowse, 1993).

Telomerase RNA

Telomerase is a ribonucleoprotein, and its RNA component is vital for its activity

(Greider and Blackburn, 1989; Shippen-Lentz and Blackburn, 1990). In Tetrahymena the

Telomerase RNA (TER) is a 159 nt species, with a 9 base telomere complementary

template domain that dictates the synthesis of telomere repeats. The TERs of various



organisms, including numerous ciliate species (Greider and Blackburn, 1989; Lingner,

1994; McCormick-Graham and Romero, 1995; Shippen-Lentz and Blackburn, 1990),

yeasts (McEachern and Blackburn, 1995; Singer and Gottschling, 1994), and vertebrates

including human and other mammals, birds, and fish (Blasco et al., 1995; Chen, 2000;

Feng et al., 1995), have been cloned and sequenced. As in Tetrahymena, template

mutations in other species of the template result in the synthesis of the corresponding

mutations at telomeres (Kirk et al., 1997; Marusic et al., 1997; McEachern and

Blackburn, 1995; Prescott and Blackburn, 1997a; Singer and Gottschling, 1994; Smith and

Blackburn, 1999; Yu et al., 1990). Notably, changes to the template domain of telomerase

also have unpredictable effects on enzymatic activity (Collins and Greider, 1993; Gilley

and Blackburn, 1996; Gilley et al., 1995; Prescott and Blackburn, 2000; Ware et al.,

2000).

For example, in Tetrahymena, an insertion mutant, 49+C, reduces processivity and

fidelity, and causes template slippage, producing larger repeats than predicted (Gilley and

Blackburn, 1996; Gilley et al., 1995). The U9 mutant, a complete replacement of the

template with U residues, reduces enzymatic processivity but strictly incorporates

dATP, as specified by the template. The AUN template, in which a total of 3 residues

are left intact, also reduces processivity (Ware et al., 2000). In Saccharomyces cerevisiae,

the substitution of 'GUG' residues into the template at one position results in a

catalytically dead telomerase whereas 'GUG' substitutions in other regions of the

template do not abolish activity (Prescott and Blackburn, 1997a). Thus, template mutant



telomerases not only synthesize mutant repeats, but have unpredictable changes in

catalytic activity.

The template domain of telomerase RNA is not the only region important for telomerase

activity. Interestingly, the TERs of various organisms range in size, from 150-200

nucleotides for ciliates, 400–550 nucleotides for vertebrates, to 1300 nucleotides for

yeasts. Although the lengths of ciliate TERs are within a defined range (~150-200 ntes),

they share very little sequence homology, although they have a conserved secondary

structure (Bhattacharyya and Blackburn, 1994; Lingner, 1994; McCormick-Graham and

Romero, 1995; Romero and Blackburn, 1991). The conserved secondary structure was

postulated to play a role in telomerase function which was supported by the observation

that TERs are functionally interchangeable between two related ciliate species, Glaucoma

chattoni and Tetrahymena thermophila (Bhattacharyya and Blackburn, 1997).

Further support for the importance of secondary structure in telomerase RNA has since

been shown for many organisms. In the yeast Kluyveromyces lactis a stem-loop crucial in

defining the template boundary was identified (Tzfati et al., 2000). This mechanism to

define the template boundary is not universal; Tetrahymena contain a ciliate conserved

sequence 5' of the template that defines the template boundary (Autexier and Greider,

1995; Lai et al., 2002). However, one interesting and conserved structural domain present

in all vertebrate and ciliate telomerase RNAs is a pseudoknot (Chen, 2000; Lingner, 1994;

Martin-Rivera and Blasco, 2001; McCormick-Graham and Romero, 1995; Romero and

Blackburn, 1991; ten Dam et al., 1991). Changes to the Tetrahymena pseudoknot region



disrupt stable association of Ter and the telomerase catalytic protein subunit (TERT) and

abolish activity in vivo, (Gilley and Blackburn, 1999) but not in vitro (Autexier and

Greider, 1998; Licht and Collins, 1999).

Mutations of the pseudoknot region of human telomerase RNA (h'■ ER) are also known

to affect telomerase activity. Two human diseases, dyskeratosis congenita and aplastic

anemia, are characterized by impaired hematopoietic function and shortened telomeres as

a consequence of one mutant hi■ ER gene (Mitchell et al., 1999b; Vulliamy, 2002;

Vulliamy, 2001). A 17-base insertion (at position 176) within the pseudoknot subdomain

P3 completely prevents reconstitution of telomerase activity in vivo (Feng et al., 1995)

and mutations in vitro can reduce or abolish activity (Autexier et al., 1996; Beattie et al.,

1998). We recently discovered that the pseudoknot region of hi■ ER mediates functional

dimerization of human telomerase via the P3 domain. Mutations that destroy activity by

eliminating basepairing through P3 can be combined to make a functional heterodimeric

telomerase, thus creating an obligatory dimerization state (Ly et al., 2002).

Telomerase Protein Components

Telomerase can be minimally reconstituted in vitro with the RNA subunit, TER, and the

protein catalytic subunit, TERT. However, identification of TERT proteins lagged for

several years after the identification of TER. Two proteins that co-purified with

Tetrahymena telomerase activity, p80 and p95 were initially strong candidates for the

catalytic portion of telomerase (Collins et al., 1995). The p80 protein component

demonstrates binding specificity for the telomerase RNA (Collins et al., 1995; Gandhi

10



and Collins, 1998) and homologues were cloned from rat (Nakayama et al., 1997) and

human (Harrington et al., 1997), but p80 ultimately proved to not be the catalytic

subunit. Similarly, the p95 component binds telomerase RNA but is not crucial for

telomerase activity (Gandhi and Collins, 1998). These findings indicated that these

proteins may be accessory factors of a larger telomerase holoenzyme complex.

The comparison of telomerase associated proteins isolated in two organisms eventually
===

led to the identification of the catalytic subunit of telomerase. Two candidate telomerase Cº.
proteins, p123 and p43 were identified in the ciliate Euplotes aediculatus (Lingner and º

Cech, 1996). p123 is a homologue of Est2p (Lingner et al., 1997), which is encoded by a ■ ºº
■ º

gene essential for telomere length maintenance in S. cerevisiae(Lendvay et al., 1996). Both **

p123 and Est2p have reverse transcriptase (RT) motifs and in each disruption of sº

conserved aspartate residues specific for RTs destroys telomerase activity (Lingner et al., º
1997; Meyerson et al., 1997) Thus, it was confirmed that telomerase belonged to the º
family of reverse transcriptases (Lingner et al., 1997). ~

-

The protein catalytic subunit of telomerase, called TERT (for Telomerase Reverse

Transcriptase) has been isolated from a number of organisms, including yeasts, human,

mouse, and several ciliates (Bryan et al., 1998; Collins and Gandhi, 1998; Greenberg et al.,

1998; Lingner et al., 1997; Meyerson et al., 1997; Nakamura et al., 1997). All TERTs

contain several conserved motifs in common with RTs (1,2, A, B', C, D, and E) and have

a T motif at the N-terminus which is unique to this class of RTs. In addition, the TERTs

11



of ciliated protozoa have an additional conserved motif, CP, not identified in other

organisms (Bryan et al., 1998).

Telomeres: What are the Ends?

Telomeres function as more than a solution to the end-replication problem. They also

maintain the genome by distinguishing telomere ends from double-stranded DNA breaks,

thereby preventing recombination, end-to-end fusion events and DNA degradation by
****

nucleases. Telomeric DNA functions as a scaffold for a number of proteins that bind to ~~
■ º

DNA and each other to produce a complex nucleoprotein structure: the telomere (de gº
2-º-

Lange, 2001). ■ º
■ º
**

Some telomeric proteins bind to double-stranded DNA. In yeast, the duplex DNA

- - - - - -
f :

specific protein Raplp is a negative regulator of telomere length as partial loss of function * .

results in longer telomeres. The phenotypic severity of mutant telomere sequences is º
-

proportional to the loss of Raplp binding, indicating it is important for telomere function *

(Krauskopf and Blackburn, 1996). Although a human homologue, hRap1 has been

isolated, it does not directly bind telomeric DNA (Li et al., 2000). Instead, human

telomeres are predominantly bound by two proteins, TRF1 and TRF2, that are specific

for double-stranded human telomeric repeats (Broccoli et al., 1997; Chong et al., 1995;

Zhong et al., 1992). TRF1 is a negative regulator of telomere length whereas TRF2 tethers

hRaplp to telomeres and functions to protect telomeres from end-to-end fusions (Li et

al., 2000; van Steensel and de Lange, 1997; van Steensel et al., 1998) TRF2 is also

localized to T-loops, the telomeric structures created by invasion of duplex DNA with
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the single-stranded DNA from the very end of telomeres (de Lange, 2002; Griffith et al.,

1999). The self-enclosed T-loops protect against end-to-end chromosomal fusions (van

Steensel et al., 1998), and thus TRF2 functions as a critical protein for telomere-end

protection (de Lange, 2002).

In addition to the duplex DNA telomeric binding proteins, single-stranded DNA binding

proteins also comprise telomeres and function in end-protection (de Lange, 2001). In the

ciliate Oxytricha nova short 3' overhangs are bound by the protein complex TEBP

(TEBPO + TEBP3 subunits). TEBP protects the telomere end by enclosing the overhang

within the complex and capping it. Cdc13p binds single-stranded telomere overhangs in

yeast and its DNA binding domain is structurally similar to TEBPO, although it is not a

homologue (Mitton-Fry et al., 2002). However, rather than physically shielding telomere

ends, Cdc13p serves as an initial recruitment factor for the telomeric capping proteins,

Stnlp and Tenlp (Grandin et al., 2001; Pennock et al., 2001). Pot1p, a TEBPO.

homologue, binds single-stranded telomeric DNA in the fission yeast Spombe and in

human (Baumann and Cech, 2001). Thus, the existence of single-stranded telomeric

binding proteins across various eukaryotic species indicates that end-protection of

telomeres by single-stranded binding proteins may be a conserved feature of all telomeres.

Telomere Maintenance Without Telomerase

Telomerase has emerged as an integral component for the maintenance of telomeres in

almost all species. One notable exception is the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster.

Telomerase activity and G-rich telomeric sequences have not been identified in the fruit
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fly. Instead D. melanogaster telomeres are maintained by the action of two

retrotransposons (Pardue, 1995). However, the differences between maintaining

telomeres by retrotransposons or by telomerase are less significant than might be

expected. Although telomeres maintained by retrotransposons contain longer and more

complicated sequences than telomeres maintained by telomerase, repetitive copies of the

telomeric sequences are an integral component to both forms of telomere maintenance.

Intriguingly, the mechanism by which fruit flies maintain their telomeres also requires the

action of a reverse transcriptase to convert the RNA intermediate of the retrotransposon

into DNA, which has led to the speculation that Drosophila telomeres have a similar

ancestry to the more prevalent telomerase-maintained telomeres.

In cases when telomerase activity is absent, telomeres can occasionally be maintained by

a recombination-mediated mechanism. It has been shown in yeast that deletion of the

RNA component, TLC1, will cause cells to senesce and die within 50-100 generations

(Singer and Gottschling, 1994). A similar phenotype has been observed when the EST2

gene, which encodes the protein catalytic subunit of telomerase is deleted (Lendvay et al.,

1996; Lingner et al., 1997). However, a small subset of survivors activate an alternative

pathway for telomere maintenance. This pathway is dependent on RAD52-mediated

homologous recombination (Lundblad and Blackburn, 1993). Similarly, human cancer cell

types lacking telomerase utilize a recombination mediated mechanism for telomere

maintenance. In human cancer cells, unlike yeast cells, recombination-mediated telomere

maintenance continues even when telomerase is re-introduced (Cerone et al., 2001). Thus,
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recombination can serve as an alternative mechanism for telomere maintenance when

telomerase is absent.

Telomeres and the Mitotic Clock

The first proposed role of telomeres was as solution to the end-replication problem, but

another role of telomeres gained attention when it was noted that telomere length and the

aging of fibroblasts were inversely correlated. In 1961 Leonard Hayflick was the first to

observe that cultured fibroblasts have a finite replicative lifespan and exit the cell cycle

following 50-60 population doublings (Hayflick, 1965; Hayflick, 1961). Although the

cells remain metabolically active, they enter a state of growth arrest termed senescence,

become enlarged and flattened, and display a characteristic gene expression pattern.

Replicative senescence was later observed in other cell types, including epithelial and

endothelial cells, myoblasts, astrocytes and lymphocytes. The Hayflick limit, as this

phenomena is called, is considered the end stage in the workings of a mitotic clock that

counts cell divisions as the unit of time (Harley, 1995). The critical observation

definitively linking senescence and telomeres came a few decades later when it was noted

that the telomere length of fibroblasts shorten with age (Harley et al., 1990). Based on

these data, it was proposed that telomere length was a marker that allowed the mitotic

clock to keep track of cell divisions (Harley, 1991; Harley, 1995).

The Role of Telomerase in Cancer

The proposed role for telomeres as a mitotic clock is consistent with several observations

of telomeres and telomerase activity in different cell types (Harley, 1991; Harley, 1995).
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Human somatic cells (in vitro and in vivo) which lack telomerase activity progressively

lose telomere length with increasing cell divisions until they enter senescence whereas

germ line cells have telomerase activity, maintain long telomeres and do not enter

senescence. Some of the somatic cells which normally would senesce can instead become

"immortal" if they can maintain their telomeres. In particular, cells can bypass the

Hayflick limit (also known as Mortality Stage 1, M1) by transformation with viral

oncoproteins. They continue to have telomere shortening until a crucial length is reached

at which point cells die. From this death stage, known as crisis (or Mortality Stage 2), a

few cells which have activated a mechanism to maintain their telomeres can survive and

continue to proliferate indefinitely; they are considered immortal. According to the

telomere hypothesis for cell aging, the activation of a telomere maintenance pathway by

these cells replenishes telomeres, tricks the mitotic clock and results in "immortalization."

An implication of the telomere hypothesis of aging is the association of telomerase

activity with unlimited cell proliferation (Greider, 1998; Harley, 1995). According to this

model, in the presence of telomerase the mitotic clock does not start ticking and cells do

not senesce. Consistent with this idea, it has been observed that normal human somatic

cells which must keep proliferating (and do not senesce), such as cells of the

hematopoietic system (blood), epidermis (skin), hair follicles and intestine have

telomerase activity. Epithelial and fibroblast cells that bypass the Hayflick limit/M1

stage by transformation with viral oncoproteins activate telomerase to maintain their

telomeres and emerge from the M2 Stage (crisis), indicating that in this context telomerase

is necessary for immortalization (Hahn et al., 1999b). Furthermore, the overexpression of
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telomerase in normal telomerase-negative somatic cells results in extended cell

proliferation (Bodnar et al., 1998).

Unlimited cell proliferation is a characteristic of cancer cells, implying that cancers have

active telomerase or have developed an alternative pathway to maintain telomeres. A

strong relationship between telomerase activity and cancer is observed. Telomerase

activity is detected in -90% of tumors and ~98% of cancer cell lines cultured in vitro

(Greider, 1998; Kim et al., 1994). Shortly thereafter it was noted that the catalytic

subunit of telomerase is upregulated in tumors and during cell immortalization,

implicating telomerase activation as one step in the development of cancer, and indicating

that telomerase activity could serve as a diagnostic marker for cancer (Meyerson et al.,

1997).

However, we know that telomerase activity is not an absolute prerequisite to cancer

formation per se, as a small percentage of tumors and cancer cell lines do not have

telomerase activity. This observation clearly complicates the study of cancer and tumor

progression. Similarly, there are complications in the relationship between telomeres and

senescence. The telomere aging hypothesis predicts that when telomeres shorten beyond

a given length, senescence will occur. But overexpression of the telomeric binding protein

TRF2 reduces the telomere length at senescence, indicating that senescence is induced by

the telomere state, not the actual length (Karlseder et al., 2002). Thus, it is clear the

relationship between telomeres and senescence, telomerase activity and cancer require

further study to develop anti-cancer therapeutics.
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Project Rationale and Overview

By the early 1990's it was well established that telomerase RNA template mutations in

various organisms result in the synthesis of the corresponding mutant repeats at

telomeres. Some template mutations are toxic to cells. In 1994 a sensitive assay was

developed to detect telomerase activity (TRAP). The new assay showed that telomerase

activity was present in most cancers, which suggested that the study of telomeres and

telomerase might provide key insights about cancer progression. Shortly after the RNA

component of human telomerase was cloned, I joined Elizabeth Blackburn's laboratory,

and started a project aimed at studying the effects of mutant template telomerases on

cancer cells and telomerase activity. The hope was that it would be possible to treat

cancer by expressing mutant template telomerase RNA in cancer cells. I designed a series

of mutations with the aim of disrupting telomere function by perturbing the binding of

the telomeric proteins. Of the five mutations I designed, one mutant, 49+AA, (also called

49A) was derived from a similar mutation made in Tetrahymena, 43AA, that causes a

defect in anaphase separation. The results of expressing these and other mutants in two

cancer cell types are described in Chapter 2.

The other half of my thesis project was to study the effects of template mutations on the

catalytic activity of human telomerase. This avenue of research was appealing as another

way to understand telomerase function. Unexpectedly, the expression of mutant template

telomerase RNAs in cells was significantly lower than wildtype (or equivalent at best)

making it difficult to isolate mutant activity within such a background. Thus, I switched

to an in vitro system for the assembly and reconstitution of telomerase with mutant
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templates, and modified the TRAP assay to detect mutant telomerase activity. This work

is presented in Chapter 4. I was also interested in other aspects of human telomerase

activity, including its minimal 3' overhang length requirement for a double-stranded DNA

primer substrate and processive template usage by the enzyme, which are also part of

Chapter 4. The in vitro telomerase system was my contribution in a study demonstrating

that intermolecular pairing of the P3 pseudoknot region of human telomerase RNA was

important for activity of human telomerase. The work from that study is presented in

Chapter 3. Finally, in Chapter 4, the analysis of processive template usage in a

telomerase dimer is derivative of the work on dimer formation and a template mutant.
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ABSTRACT

The ribonucleoprotein telomerase synthesizes telomeric DNA at the ends of

chromosomes by copying an intrinsic RNA template. In most cancer cells, telomerase is

highly activated. Here we report a novel telomerase-based anti-tumor strategy: expression

of mutant-template telomerase RNAs in human cancer cells. We expressed mutant

template human telomerase RNAs in prostate (LNCaP) and breast (MCF-7) cancer cell

lines. Even a low threshold level of expression of telomerase RNA gene constructs

containing various mutant templates, but not the control wild-type template, decreased

cellular viability and increased apoptosis. This occurred despite the retention of normal

levels of the endogenous wild-type telomerase RNA and endogenous wild-type

telomerase activity, and unaltered, stable telomere lengths. In vivo tumor xenografts of a

breast cancer cell line expressing a mutant-template telomerase RNA also had decreased

proliferation rates. Therefore, mutant-template telomerase RNAs exert a strongly

dominant-negative effect on cell proliferation and tumor growth. These results support

the potential use of mutant-template telomerase RNA expression as a novel anti

neoplastic strategy.
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INTRODUCTION

Telomeres are specialized functional complexes at the ends of chromosomes, consisting

of the terminal stretch of chromosomal DNA and associated proteins. The telomeric

DNA in most eukaryotes consists of tandem repeats of a simple sequence unit, which is

TTAGGG in humans and other vertebrates (reviewed in Zakian, 1995). DNA-sequence

specific binding and other proteins associate with telomeric DNA repeats to create a

complex that “caps” the telomere, preserving its physical integrity so the cell can

continue to divide. Recent evidence suggests that the telomeric DNA-protein complexes

are dynamic and normally can switch stochastically between a nonfunctional, uncapped

state and a functional, capped state (reviewed in Blackburn, 2000). Unless recapped in a

timely fashion, an uncapped telomere can suffer degradation, inappropriate

recombination, and end-to-end fusions manifested as anaphase bridges (Blackburn, 2000;

Kirk et al., 1997; van Steensel et al., 1998). Uncapped telomeres appear to act similarly

to DNA damage in eliciting cell cycle exit arrest or apoptosis (Karlseder et al., 1999;

Sandell and Zakian, 1993). In yeast, only one chromosome break is sufficient to elicit

cell cycle arrest in cells with intact checkpoint controls (Bennett et al., 1993), and loss of

a single telomere can cause a RAD9 dependent temporary cell cycle arrest (Sandell and

Zakian, 1993). Therefore, it has been suggested that the uncapping of even one telomere

may be sufficient to cause cell cycle arrest in human cells (Levy et al., 1992).

The ribonucleoprotein enzyme telomerase helps maintain capped telomeres, adding

tandem telomeric DNA repeats to chromosome ends by copying a short template

sequence within its RNA moiety TER (Yu et al., 1990). Such elongation of the telomeric
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DNA compensates for the inability of the DNA replication machinery to completely copy

the tips of the chromosomal DNA. The higher-order complex nucleated on the telomeric

DNA by sequence-specific binding proteins is also critical for maintaining functional,

capped telomeres. Mutating the telomeric DNA or its proteins can disrupt this complex,

thereby uncapping the telomere. In a ciliate and two budding yeasts, such disruption has

been achieved by mutating the sequences of only the terminal few telomeric repeats,

generating “toxic” telomeres (i.e., telomeres containing deleterious terminal telomeric

DNA sequences) (Gilley et al., 1995; Kirk et al., 1997; Krauskopf and Blackburn, 1996;

McEachern and Blackburn, 1995; Smith and Blackburn, 1999; Yu et al., 1990). These

mutant telomeric DNA repeats were created by mutating the template sequence in TER.

In these systems, rapid telomere fusions, massive failure of chromosome segregation and

decreased cellular proliferation resulted. For some template mutants in yeasts, the effects

correlated with loss of binding affinity to the yeast telomeric DNA-sequence-specific

protein Rap1p (Krauskopf and Blackburn, 1996). That these effects were caused by

disruption of the telomeric DNA-protein complex is supported by other experiments

involving mutant telomere binding proteins. For instance, mutating the DNA binding

domain of the yeast protein Cdc13p, which binds the terminal telomeric single-stranded

DNA overhang, led to telomeric DNA degradation and cell cycle arrest (Hughes et al.,

2000). In human cells, overexpression of a truncated form of TRF2 (a human telomeric

DNA-binding protein postulated to bind telomeric end regions) (Griffith et al., 1999)

caused telomeric fusions (van Steensel et al., 1998) and ATM- and p53-dependent

apoptosis (Karlseder et al., 1999).
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Telomerase is inactive in many adult human cell types, but is highly activated in most

human cancers. Telomerase activation promotes proliferation of cultured pre-cancerous

human cells (Bodnar et al., 1998; Kiyono et al., 1998; Yang et al., 1999; Zhu et al., 1999)

and reviewed in (Blackburn, 2000). Experimental activation of telomerase (by ectopic

over-expression of the core subunit hi■ ERT), coupled with the expression of multiple

oncogenes, induced malignant transformation of primary human diploid cells (Elenbaas

et al., 2001; Hahn et al., 1999b). Thus, telomerase provides a potential anti-neoplastic

therapeutic target, and inhibition of telomerase activity by various means inhibits the

proliferation of tumor cells in culture and in mouse xenograft models (Hahn et al., 1999a;

Kondo et al., 1998; Naasani et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 1999). However, in all these

previous reports of perturbations of human telomerase, inhibition of cell proliferation

required essentially complete loss of telomerase activity, via either an inhibitor, or

expression of a great excess of a mutated telomerase component(s) to swamp out the

endogenous wild-type telomerase (Hahn et al., 1999a; Zhang et al., 1999).

Previous work on cancer cells has involved inhibiting telomerase activity, and thus

shortening telomeres, as a means to uncap telomeres (Hahn et al., 1999a; Kondo et al.,

1998; Naasani et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 1999). Here we report a novel way of uncapping

telomeres in human cancer cells without significant telomere shortening or loss of

telomerase activity. We demonstrate that expressing various mutant-template human

telomerase RNAs (MT-hTers) decreases cancer cell proliferation both in vitro and in

vivo. We report that expression of even very low levels of MT-hTers, in either human

breast or prostate cancer cells, decreases cellular viability and significantly increases
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apoptosis rates. Tumors in mice xenografted with human breast cancer cells expressing

an MT-hTer were smaller than those generated from cells expressing the control wild

type template gene. Most importantly, a low threshold level of mutant-template

telomerase expression was sufficient to cause these effects on cell and tumor growth.

Thus, it was unnecessary to block or overwhelm the expression of the endogenous

telomerase RNA. MT-hTers therefore display true dominance over the wild-type

telomerase RNA. To account for these novel findings we propose that uncapping of as

few as one telomere by the action of these mutant-template telomerases elicits cell cycle

arrest and apoptosis in human cancer cells.

METHODS

Plasmid construction

hTER was PCR cloned from human genomic DNA (Promega, Madison, Wisconsin)

using 5'-GTGGAATTCGGGTTGCGGAGGGTGGGC-3’ and 5'-

GCTGGATCCCGACTTTGGAGGTGCCTTCA-3” (Bryan et al., 1997). Products were

completely sequenced and subcloned into p■ RE (Clontech, Palo Alto, California) to

generate p■ RE-hTER. MT-hTer constructs were generated by site-directed mutagenesis

(Clontech mutagenesis kit) using the following hi■ ER mutagenesis oligonucleotides:

49A-hTer (5’-GGTGGCCATTTTTTGTCTAAAACCCTAACTGAGAAGGGCG-3'),

AU5-hTer (5’-

GGGGTGGTGGCCATTTTTTGTTATATATATAATGAGAAGGGCGTAGGCGCCG

3'), U11-hTer (5’-

GGGGTGGTGGCCATTTTTTGTTTTTTTTTTTTTGAGAAGGGCGTAGGCGCCG
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3'). Additional mutant template sequences were: 51G (5’-GGAAGGCUAAC-3’), 53G

(5’-GGAAGGGGAAC-3’), 50G (5’-CAAAGCCUAAC-3’), and 53A (5’-

CAAAGCCAAAC-3’). htERT was cloned into pHabe-puro and stable lines were

generated by retroviral mediated transfection and subsequent selection with puromycin

(Zhu et al., 1999).

Cell lines

MCF-7 Tet-off cell line was obtained from Clontech (Palo Alto, California), and LNCaP

from the University of California, San Francisco cell culture facility. Tetracyline

inducible clones of LNCaP were generated by stable transfection of p■ et-On. Clonal

isolates were assayed for tetracycline inducibility by transient transfection of a luciferase

reporter construct. LNCaP-tet-on c.3 had a 1,044 fold induction in the presence of

doxycycline (2pg/ml) and was used for subsequent experiments. The tetracycline

inducible MCF-7 and LNCaP cell lines were transfected with p■ RE-hTER and selected

with hygromycin (300pg/ml for MCF-7 and 250pg/ml for LNCaP). Doxycycline

(2pg/ml) was added to either induce (LNCaP) or uninduce (MCF-7) the hi■ ER

expression.

RNA Analysis

RNA was isolated from cells using RNEasy (Qiagen, Valencia, California) columns and

the samples were treated with RQ1 RNAse free DNAse (Promega, Madison, Wisconsin)

prior to analysis. RT-PCR was performed by using an hi■ ER specific primer, 5'-

CATGTGTGAGCCGAGTCCTGGGTGCA-3”, for the RT step (Superscript II, Life
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Technologies, Gaithersperg, Maryland). The PCR step amplified the cDNA by using the

MT-hTer specific oligos: RT-WT (5'-GGGAGGGGTGGTGGCCATTTTTTGTCTAAC

3’), RT-49A (5'-GGGAGGGGTGGTGGCCATTTTTTGTCTAAAA-3’), RT-AU5 (5’-

GGGAGGGGTGGTGGCCATTTTTTGTTAT-3’), and RT-U11 (5’-

GGGAGGGGTGGTGGCCATTTTTTGTTTT-3’). Northern: total RNA was denatured

by glyoxal/DMSO and resolved by electrophoresis in 1.5% agarose gel. The full length

hTER gene was random primed labelled to generate the probe.

Cell viability assays

Expression of exogenous hi■ ER was induced for minimum of 2 weeks before analysis.

For 'H-thymidine assays, cells were plated on 12-well plates at three indicated densities

in triplicates. One (MCF-7) or two (LNCaP) days later, cells were incubated with 10uCi

(MCF-7) or 2.5uCi (LNCaP) of H-thymidine for 18hrs. Subsequently, the cells were

lysed and analyzed by scintillation counter. For colony forming ability assays, 10°

(MCF-7) or 10° (LNCaP) cells were seeded onto 10cm dishes. They were maintained in

continuous culture for 21 days, then fixed and stained with 1% crystal violet in 50%

methanol. Percent confluency was determined using an Alpha Innotech Corp. digital

photo-documentation system with Alphaimager 2200 software, calculated as the total

area on the plates covered by the cell colonies, which combined contributions from both

the number of colonies and sizes of the colonies. For long term growth analysis, the cells

were grown continuously in culture for 150-200 days. The dilution factor at each passage

was used to estimate the cumulative dilutions (rough estimate of population doublings).
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Apoptosis and cell cycle assays

Apoptosis was assessed by flow cytometric DNA analysis. Both floating and attached

cells were collected and fixed with 70% ethanol for 30mins on ice. The cells were

exposed to a solution of RNAse A and propidium iodide. The cellular debris was gated

out and the fraction of cells in sub-G1 was determined. As a control for LNCaP, cells

were cultured for 3 days in the presence of 10puM of mifepristone or 5puM of 4

hydroxytamoxifen (apoptosis inducing agents for LNCaP) before flow cytometric DNA

analysis. MCF-7 cells were pulse labelled with Brdu for four hours, trypsinized, fixed

and analyzed by flow cytometry (Kastan et al., 1991).

Telomere length and telomerase activity

Telomere length was measured by hybridizing a *P-labeled telomeric probe (CCCTAA)3

to genomic DNA digested with Rsal and Hinfl (Counter et al., 1992). Telomerase

activity was assessed by a PCR-based telomeric repeat amplification protocol (TRAP)

assay (Kim et al., 1994).

Mouse xenograft tumor growth analyses

Five to six week old female NCR nu/nu mice were purchased from Taconic

(Germantown, NY) and were implanted subcutaneously with 72 mg of 60-day release 17

beta-estradiol pellets one to two days prior to injections of human tumor cells. MCF-7

cells stably expressing WT-hTER (clonal line K3) or 49A-MT-hTer (clonal line C1) were

suspended in medium, mixed with an equal volume of Matrigel, and injected

subcutaneously at the base of the right scapula at 5 million cells per mouse (12 animals
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for WT-hTER and 8 or 9 animals for 49A-MT-hTer). Tumors were measured twice

weekly until day 38 post injection, at which point, all animals were euthanized. Tumor

xenografts were processed for histological examination and cells undergoing mitosis

were scored to determine the mitotic index. Immunohistochemistry with TUNEL was

performed to determine the apoptotic index.

RESULTS

Expression of MT-hTer constructs occurs at low levels zº
The choice of MT-hTers tested was based upon corresponding mutations in the T. 2.:
thermophila telomerase RNA (Kirk et al., 1997; Ware et al., 2000) and/or on the zºº

**

predicted loss of DNA sequence-specific binding by the human telomere binding proteins º:
TRF1 and TRF2 (Broccoli et al., 1997; Chong et al., 1995). The templating domain of ----

the human telomerase RNA (ht ER, also known as hi■ R) is an 11-nucleotide (nt) -*::::
telomeric sequence in the 451-nt RNA (Fig. 1a). Here we report in full the results * º
obtained with three of these MT-hTers: AU5-hTer, U11-hTer, and 49A-hTer (Fig. 1b). ==>
As will be described below, similar results were also obtained with four other mutant

template hters. The MT-hTers were expressed under the control of either a tetracycline

inducible system (AU5 and U11) or a tetracycline-repressible system (49A). The AU5

hTer and U11-hTer mutants were transfected into LNCaP, a prostate cancer cell line, and

the 49A-hTer mutant into MCF-7, a breast cancer cell line. Both tumor cell lines are

telomerase-positive. The wild-type (WT-hTER) gene was also transfected in parallel in

both cell types. Four WT, seven U11, and five AU5 clonal LNCap lines, and seven WT
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and twelve 49A clonal MCF-7 lines, were analyzed in depth, and their proliferative and

other properties were compared with the respective parental cell lines.

We analyzed the levels and molecular forms of the transcripts of the introduced MT-hTer
º

and WT-hTER genes, and of the endogenous wild-type h'■ ER gene (endo-h■ BR), using

Northern blotting analysis. The mature telomerase RNA species from the introduced

gene construct (Fig. 2a, RNA species marked with arrow) was the expected -80 bases

longer than the endogenous hi■ ER, due to the difference in the transcription initiation site * ... as

of the minimal CMV promoter and the endogenous hi■ ER promoter (Fig. 1a). The 3’ sº s

terminus of the mature WT-hTER or MT-hTer species was processed at the normal ---.

position (Zaug et al., 1996) (the 5’ terminus is not processed (Mitchell et al., 1999a). *:
Notably, all stably selected cell lines induced to express the AU5-hTer or 49A-hTer gene -----"

had lower levels of mature MT-hTer RNA (Fig. 2a, arrow) than endogenous hi■ ER (Fig. º:
2b, bar), with the MT-hTer level typically being several-fold lower. This was also the ** **.

case for the 49A-hTer RNA levels in cells re-cultured after growth as tumors in mouse --~~~

xenograft experiments (data not shown). The endogenous hi■ ER levels remained

relatively constant in nearly all cell lines (Fig.2b and data not shown).

As reported previously (Mitchell et al., 1999a), expression of the introduced telomerase

RNA gene constructs produced two other RNA species besides the mature processed

telomerase RNA (Fig. 2a). An -1kb poly-adenylated species detected by Northern

blotting resulted from use of the SV40 poly-A signal in the expression construct (Fig. 1a

The poly-adenylated status of this species was verified by a Northern blot analysis of a
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poly-A specific RNA preparation and by RT-PCR analysis with oligo dT and h'■ ER

specific primers (data not shown). A -300 nucleotide degradation fragment (which like

the polyA species was detected only when the introduced hi■ ER/hTer construct was

expressed) is a 3’ fragment lacking the templating sequence (Mitchell et al., 1999a) and

data not shown). The 1kb species and ~300 bp degradation product did not adversely

affect cell proliferation despite accumulating to high levels in some lines, since

proliferation rates of high expressor WT-hTER controls were indistinguishable from that

of the parental line. Only the mature processed telomerase RNA appears to associate

with active telomerase. It had previously been shown that the poly-A" and degradation .**

products do not co-immunoprecipitate with hi■ ERT protein in the telomerase RNP, which

contains only the mature processed telomerase RNA (Mitchell et al., 1999a). In addition, -***'.

we stably transfected the hi■ ERT gene (on a retroviral construct) into several WT-hTER e--"

and MT-hTer expressing LNCaP lines. In different clonal lines stably expressing various _*:
steady-state levels of hi■ ERT mRNA, the higher the level of hi■ ERT mRNA, the lower * ….

was the ratio of polyA' to mature processed telomerase RNA (Fig.2b). -*****

Decreased cell proliferation and viability of cells expressing low levels of mutant

telomerase RNAs

Expression of each of the seven MT-hTer genes tested caused decreased cell proliferation

rates, usually preventing these cell populations from reaching confluence as compared to

the parental lines or the control WT-hTER-expression lines, despite continuous passaging

for 6 months. Monitoring population growth rates (recording the dilution factor used at

each passage) during prolonged continuous serial passaging showed that, over 150-200
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days, the average inferred population doubling times of the LNCaP clonal lines were 3.16

+/- 0.10 days for the WT clonal lines, 4.20 +/- 0.43 days for the U11-hTer lines and 5.75

+/- 1.05 days for the AU5-hTer lines (Fig. 3). However, cells are in log growth phase

only at optimal densities, and while the WT cell populations reached confluence at each

passage, the AU5 and U11 cell cultures only rarely reached confluence before passaging.

Therefore these values most likely underestimate both the true population doubling rates

and the difference between WT and the MT-hTer lines. Over a 60-day period of

continuous passaging, the inferred average doubling times for MCF-7 cells were 4.20 +/-

1.19 days for 49A-hTer expressing cells, and 1.82 +/- 0.24 days for the control WT-hTER

expressing cells. Notably, even after 200 days of culturing, no fast-growing

subpopulations that evaded the effects of the MT-hTer expression developed in either

LNCaP or MCF-7 cells. Similar results were also obtained in MCF-7 cells expressing

four additional, different MT-hTer’s (51G, 53G, 50G and 53A; see Methods for their

template sequences; data not shown). Expression levels of these four MT-hTers were

also low (data not shown). In summary, nearly all WT-hTER clonal lines maintained

rapid cell proliferation upon long term culturing and reached confluence at each passage.

In contrast, expressing the mutant telomerase RNAs caused significant proliferative

defects.

Relative 'H-thymidine incorporation rates (DNA synthesis) were measured to quantify

the cellular proliferation of the MT-hTer clonal lines. Cells from each line were seeded

at three different cell concentrations and pulsed for 18 hours with 'H-thymidine. On

average, the AU5 clonal lines incorporated three fold less, and the 49A clonal lines eight

f
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fold less, 'H-thymidine than their respective WT-hTER controls or the parental cell line

(Fig. 4a & b). Although the differences between "H-thymidine incorporation rates of the

U11 and WT clonal lines were not statistically significant (Fig. 4a), the U11 lines did

show decreased long term proliferation rates and increased apoptosis (Fig. 3).

These findings were corroborated by colony plating assays. The AU5 and 49A cells

produced fewer and, on average, smaller colonies than the WT-hTER controls or parental

lines (Fig. 5a & c). Based on the measurements of percent of each plate surface covered ~
by colonies (reflecting both colony number and sizes), the average colony forming --

efficiencies of AU5 and 49A lines were, respectively, 30- and 12-fold lower than those of …
their control WT lines (Fig. 5b & d). The difference between the U11 and WT lines was ºf .
not statistically significant. Microscopic examination of the 49A colonies, but not WT ===="

colonies, showed frequent gaps between the cells in a colony (data not shown), consistent § ---

with cell death. .*

Cell cycle effects and apoptosis of cells expressing low levels of mutant telomerase

RNAs

Flow cytometry showed that the fraction of cells with sub-G1 levels of DNA, indicative

of apoptosis, was significantly increased in AU5 and U11 compared with the WT-hTER

or parental control LNCaP lines (Fig. 6a & b). The sub-G1 peak levels observed were

similar to those of LNCaP cell cultures treated with tamoxifen or mifepristone,

chemotherapeutic agents known to induce apoptosis in LNCaP cells (El Etreby et al.,

2000). Similarly, apoptosis was significantly increased in the 49A clonal lines compared
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with WT-hTER and parental MCF-7 controls (Fig. 6c). In addition, cell cycle analysis

using Brdu incorporation showed that the fraction of 49A cells in G1 (or G0) was

significantly increased, and the fraction in S-phase was correspondingly decreased,

compared to the WT control lines (Fig. 6d). Similar cell cycle effects and increased

apoptosis were also seen with multiple independent clonal MCF-7 lines expressing either

of two other MT-hTer genes (53G and 51G; data not shown). We conclude that both

apoptosis and G1 (or G0) cell cycle arrest contribute to the decreased cell proliferation

caused by MT-hTer expression.

Tumor growth of breast cancer cells expressing low levels of mutant-template

telomerase RNA

Stable transfectant MCF-7 breast cancer cell lines expressing either the 49A-MT-hTer

(clonal line C1) or the control WT-hTER gene (clonal line K3) were xenografted into

nude mice and assessed for tumor growth over 38 days. In two independent experiments,

the average growth rate of the 49A-hTer tumors was 7-fold less than that of the WT

hTER control tumors (Fig. 7). Some regression in size was observed at late time points

for the 49A-hTer, but not the WT-hTER, tumors. By immunohistological analysis, in the

49A compared with the WT-hTER tumors, the mitotic index was decreased (average

mitotic index 6.3 versus 13.7 per 1000 cells), and the apoptotic index increased (average

apoptotic index 49.0 versus 14.4 per 1000 cells). In summary, MT-hTer expression

increased apoptosis and decreased tumor growth rates in this in vivo system, as well as in

the cells cultured in vitro.

_*
>
*…*

--*---- *
***** *

**

****** º
_**
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Bulk telomere length and telomerase activity are maintained despite loss of cell

viability

Southern blotting analysis revealed no significant difference in average telomere lengths

between the MT-hTER versus the WT-hTER-expressing LNCaP and MCF-7 cells.

Although telomere lengths and MT-hTer levels varied among clonal lines within each

group (Fig. 8a), for the individual clonal lines we found no correlation between mean

telomere length, 'H-thymidine incorporation rate or expression level of the introduced

MT-hTer or WT-hTER. Wild-type telomerase activity, measured in standard TRAP

assays, was retained in all cell lines regardless of whether WT-hTER or MT-hTer was

introduced (Fig. 8b). This was consistent with the retention of normal levels of the

endogenous wild-type h'TER (Fig. 2a).

DISCUSSION

Here we report the surprising finding that expressing even low levels of mutant-template

telomerase RNA decreases cancer cell viability and breast tumor growth in a model

xenograft animal system. Apoptosis rates and cell cycle arrest were both increased.

Most notably, the mutant-template telomerase RNA showed strong dominance over wild

type with respect to cellular phenotype, despite much higher levels of the wild-type RNA

and no abrogation of wild-type telomerase activity. These novel dominant-negative

effects were exerted without apparently changing bulk telomere length.

These findings contrast with previous reports of inhibiting cancer cell proliferation by

inhibiting telomerase, which was associated with net telomere shortening (Hahn et al.,
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1999a; Kondo et al., 1998; Zhang et al., 1999). Overexpressing catalytically inactive

mutant hi■ ERT caused telomere shortening and senescence or apoptosis (Hahn et al.,

1999a; Zhang et al., 1999), but the inactive hi■ ERT protein was always present in large

excess over the endogenously expressed wild-type h'TERT, which was therefore likely

out-competed for limiting components of the telomerase complex. Similarly, in previous

experiments using mutant-template telomerase RNAs in the ciliate T. thermophila and in

budding yeasts, deleterious effects on cell proliferation also required complete or near
---

complete replacement of the wild-type RNA by mutant-template RNA (Gilley et al., ~"
*::::

1995; Kirk et al., 1997; Krauskopf and Blackburn, 1996; McEachern and Blackburn, 2:… --
s

sº

1995; McEachern et al., 2000; Smith and Blackburn, 1999; Yu et al., 1990). We propose tº:
* º

that these previously-described “dominant-negative” phenotypic effects, which to date ---.
*

have involved experimentally “swamping out” the wild-type components in the ******

telomerase RNP macromolecular complex by mutant components, be termed “over- -º-º:
º * º

* -s."

expression negative” effects. In contrast, except for the U11 lines, all the independently * -:
****

transfected clonal lines analyzed (over 60 lines) had steady-state levels of processed MT

hTer RNA (and often the poly-A species as well; see Fig. 2a, lanes 5, 11, 12, and 20),)

which were consistently low and never exceeded that of wild-type endogenous

telomerase RNA, even following induction of gene expression. Hence the MT-hTer

RNA was unlikely to have out-competed the endogenous wild-type telomerase RNA.

Thus, the human cancer cells tested here appear to be more sensitive to MT-telomerase

RNAs than ciliate or yeast cells. Although different mutant hi■ er sequences were tested

in the two cancer cell lines used here, the results were very similar between the two lines,

suggesting a common mechanistic basis for the observed effects. Previously, Marusic et
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al (Marusic et al., 1997) studied a single-base substitution template mutant in HT-1080

cells. Although it was expressed at similar levels to the endogenous RNA, and mutant

repeats were detectably incorporated into telomeres, cell viability was only slightly

decreased. The contrastingly potent and similar effects caused by low expression of all

seven template mutants tested in our work may be attributable to our use of different

template mutations, cell types, and/or expression vector.

--~~
A striking and consistent finding with the large number of clonal MT-hTer expressing _**

* :
lines analyzed (total -60) was that a positive RT-PCR scoring for MT-hTer expression zº

gº ---"

always correlated with cell proliferation inhibition. Conversely, MT-hTer lines that 2:
* º

scored negative by RT-PCR had growth rates similar to parental and WT-hTER lines ~~~
*

(data not shown). The Northern blotting results (Fig. 2a) confirmed that, in contrast to *****

approaches that depend on “over-expression negative” effects, only a low threshold level -º-º:
2--- 7.

of MT-hTer expression was necessary for strong cell proliferation and apoptosis effects * **
*

*** -
in the two epithelial cancer cell lines investigated. Interestingly, in the WT and U11 ~~~~

_**
lines, which had, respectively, no and relatively little change in cell proliferation rates,

average steady state RNA levels were higher than in the other six MT-hTer lines (Fig. 2a

and data not shown). Although the initial stable selection of the clonal lines with

geneticin was performed in a supposedly uninduced state, in all the RT-PCR positive

lines we found a low level of “leaky” expression even without induction (data not

shown), like that reported previously for other genes with these Tet-Off and Tet-On

systems (Rossi et al., 1998). Therefore, we suggest that the negative effects of MT-hTers
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(excepting U11) combined with the low leakage level of these systems led to the

preferential selection of low expressors of these MT-hTers.

The negative effects on cell proliferation caused by MT-hTer expression are unlikely to

be caused by non-specific toxic effects related to the construct, or to any effects of MT

hTers on processes other than telomerase action. We found no significant differences in

the rates of proliferation, 'H-thymidine incorporation or apoptosis between cells

expressing the WT-hTER gene construct and the parental cell line controls, ruling out the

possibility of non-specific toxic effects of he WT-hTER construct. htER is not known to

have any function besides that in telomerase. The only difference between the WT-hTER

and MT-hTer constructs was the mutated template sequence — 5’ CUAACCCUAAC 3’

for the WT template, and 5’ UUUUUUUUUUU 3',5' UAUAUAUAUAA 3',5'

CUAAAACCCUAAC 3',5' GGAAGGCUAAC 3',5' GGAAGGGGAAC 3',5'

CAAAGCCUAAC 3’ and 5’ CAAAGCCAAAC 3’ for the Seven different MT-hTers.

Since each is very different from the others, it is unlikely that chance similarity to a

cellular RNA species caused the observed apoptotic and proliferative effects of all seven

MT-hTers.

We propose that uncapping of even one telomere per cell accounts for the low threshold

of MT-hTer expression required to cause cellular effects in human cells. This hypothesis

is consistent with findings in yeast showing that only one double-stranded DNA break, or

loss of only one functional telomere per cell, elicits cell cycle arrest (Bennett et al., 1993;

Levy et al., 1992; McEachern and Blackburn, 1996; Sandell and Zakian, 1993). In this
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model, the MT-hTer-containing telomerase perturbs a low fraction of the telomeres, or

even only one telomere per cell, triggering a DNA damage response. High sensitivity to

MT-hTers, which was observed despite the relaxed checkpoint pathways and resistance

to apoptosis likely to exist in these cancer cells, can account for the strong dominance and

low expression threshold needed to cause cell cycle arrest and apoptosis. In T.

thermophila telomerase, the template substitutions equivalent to AU5 and U11 caused the

expected sequences to be synthesized in vitro (Ware et al., 2000), and the equivalent of

49A caused the corresponding repeats to be added in vivo (Kirk et al., 1997). In two

budding yeasts and T. thermophila, addition of only a few mutant repeats by a mutant

template TER telomerase is sufficient to interfere with cell proliferation (Kirk et al.,

1997; Krauskopf and Blackburn, 1996; Krauskopf and Blackburn, 1998; McEachern and

Blackburn, 1995; McEachern et al., 2000; Smith and Blackburn, 1999). In the human

cancer cells analyzed here, such mutant repeats added to a telomere are predicted to

perturb binding of the DNA sequence-specific proteins TRF1 and/or the capping protein

TRF2, and hence to become uncapped. As the cells containing such telomeres ceased to

proliferate or underwent apoptosis, mutant telomeres would remain greatly

underrepresented, accounting for the unchanged bulk telomere length.

The inhibition of proliferation by the telomerase template mutants reported here exploits

the activation of telomerase that characterizes most human tumor cells. It converts the

active telomerase pathway, normally advantageous for tumor cell proliferation, into a

process detrimental to cancer cells. Tumors expressing an MT-hTer grew more slowly,
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with higher apoptotic rates, than controls. Therefore, use of MT-hTer genes, or agents

that mimic their effects, may be useful in anti-tumor therapy.
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Chapter 2 - Figure 1
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hTER Sequence I Sequence

WT-hTER 5' CUAACCCUAAC GGGTTA

AU5-hi■ er 5'AUAUAUAUAUA TATATA

U11-hi■ er 5' UUUUUUUUUUU AAAAAA

49A-hi■ er 5 CUA(AA)ACCCUAAC GGGTTT)TA
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Figure 1: Design of h"TER construct and mutant templates

A - The 11-nucleotide template region is located near the 5’-end of the human telomerase

RNA. Ectopic expression of the hi■ ER construct leads to the production of three

detectable species (green bars), in addition to the endogenous hi■ ER (blue bar). The

exogenous hi■ ER is ~70 nucleotides longer than endogenous hi■ ER due to the location of

the PCMV transcription initiation site. B - The template sequences of WT, AU5, U11, and

49A telomerase RNAs and their predicted telomere sequences.
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Figure 2: Expression of mutant-template telomerase RNA

A - Northern blotting analysis of various WT-hTER- and MT-hTer-expressing clonal

lines. The 451-nucleotide endogenous hi■ ER is present in every cell line examined

(arrow). Parental lines express only this endogenous species. Broad band at ~1 kb,

polyadenylated species transcribed from the introduced hi■ ER/hTer construct. Lower

band at ~300 nucleotides, degradation product from the introduced hi■ ER/hTer construct.

LNCaP clonal lines: Lanes 1-4, WT-hTER expressing lines R10, R11, R12, and R19;

lanes 5-8, U11-hTer expressing lines 11.1, 11.3, 11.6, and 11.19; lanes 9-12, AU5-hTer

expressing lines 5.4, 5.5, 5.14, and 5.15. MCF-7 clonal lines: Lanes 13-16, WT-hTER

expressing lines K2, K3, P1, and A4; lanes 17-20, 49A-hTer expressing lines D2, G4,

K6, and P1. B - htERT is limiting for telomerase RNA levels. Northern blotting analysis

of LNCaP clonal lines R10 (WT, lanes 1-3), 11.6 (U11, lanes 4-5), and 5.4 (AU5, lanes

6-8) after transfection with hi■ ERT. Lane 1: clonal line R10-c (vector control); lane 2:

clonal line R10-6 (low level of hi■ ERT mRNA expression); lane 3: clonal line R10–3

(high level of hi■ ERT mRNA expression); Lane 4: clonal line 11.6-2 (ht ERT expression

not detected); lane 5: clonal line 11.6-1 (high level of hi■ ERT mRNA); lane 6: clonal line

5.4-c (vector control); lane 7: 5.4-19 (ht ERT expression not detected); lane 8: clonal line

5.4-5 (high level of hi■ ERT mRNA).
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Figure 3: MT-hTer expression decreases growth rate — long term culturing

Long term growth of individual LNCaP clonal lines serially passaged for up to 200 days.

The cumulative dilution is the sum of the dilution factors from each passage. Black —

WT-hTER, red – U11-h'Ter, blue – AU5-hTer.
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Figure 4: MT-hTer expression decreases cell proliferation and viability - 'H-

thymidine incorporation.

A - LNCaP clonal lines: 2.5x10°, 1.25x10°, and 6.25x10" cells were plated in triplicates

and pulsed with 'H-thymidine. Columns 1-4, WT-hTER expressing lines R10, R11, R12,

and R19; columns 5-11, U11-hTer expressing lines 11.1, 11,3, 11.6, 11.10, 11.12, 11.14,

and 11.19; columns 12-16, AU5-hTer expressing lines 5.4, 5.5, 5.10, 5.14, and 5.15. B -

MCF-7 clonal lines: 3.0x10°, 1.5x10°, and 7.5x10" cells were plated in triplicate.

Columns 1-7, WT-hTER expressing lines F4, A4, P1, K3, K2, K1, and H6; columns 8

19, 49A-hTer expressing lines C1, P1, M2, O1, K6, K5, K4, J2, G4, G3, D2, and D1.

The averages (avg) for each group of clonal lines are also shown.
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Figure 5: Colony forming ability assays for LNCap and MCF-7 clonal lines.

For individual lines, the percent of the plate surface area covered by the cells is plotted.

A, C - Representative plates are shown below. B - LNCaP clonal lines: columns 1-4,

WT-hTER expressing lines R10, R11, R12, and R19; columns 5-10, U11-hTer

expressing lines 11.1, 11.3, 11.6, 11.10, 11.14, and 11.19; columns 11-15, AU5-hTer

expressing lines 5.4, 5.5, 5.10, 5.14, and 5.15. D - MCF-7 clonal lines: columns 1-7,

WT-hTER expressing lines F4, A4, P1, K3, K2, K1, and H6; columns 8-19, 49A-hTer

expressing lines C1, P1, M2, O1, K6, K5, K4, J2, G4, G3, D2, and D1. The averages

(avg) for each group of clonal lines are also shown.
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Figure 6: MT-hTer expression increase apoptosis and induces a G1 arrest

A - Flow cytometry analysis of LNCaP parental (no treatment), parental + tamoxifen,

and parental + mifepristone. Representative clonal lines of LNCaP expressing WT, U11,

or AU5-hTer are also shown. Sub-G1 was determined by measuring the area under the

curve in M1. B - LNCaP: parental (-), no treatment; tam, tamoxifen treated; mif,

mifepristone treated. The average percent sub-G1 of WT, U11, or AU5-hTer expressing

LNCaP clonal lines are also shown (n = number of clonal lines). C - Flow cytometry

analysis of parental, WT, or 49A-hTer expressing MCF-7 clonal lines. D - Cell cycle

analysis by flow cytometry after Brd'U labelling of MCF-7 cells. There is a higher

percentage of cells in G1 and less in S of 49A-hTer expressing clonal lines when

compared with the parental or WT-hTER expressing clonal lines.
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Figure 7:49A-hTer expressing cells form smaller tumors in mice

Nude mice were injected with MCF-7 cells expressing either WT-hTER (clonal line K3;

triangles) or 49A-hTer (clonal line Cl; circles) and tumor volume was measured twice

weekly for 38 days. Results from two independent experiments are shown (first: black;

second: red).
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Figure 8: MT-hTer expression does not change bulk telomere lengths or cause loss

of telomerase activity

A - Southern blotting analysis of TRF lengths. Genomic DNA was isolated 4 months

after induction of expression of WT-hTER or MT-hTer expression. Left: LNCap clonal

lines: lanes 1-4, WT-hTER expressing clonal lines R10, R11, R12, and R19, lanes 5-11,

U11-hTer expressing lines 11.1, 11.3, 11.6, 11.10, 11.12, 11.14, and 11.19; lanes 12-16,

AU5-hTer expressing lines 5.4, 5.5, 5.10, 5.14, and 5.15. Right: MCF-7 clonal lines:

lanes 1-7, WT-hTER expressing lines F4, A4, P1, K3, K2, K1, and H6; lanes 8-19, 49A

hTer expressing lines C1, P1, M2, O1, K6, K5, K4, J2, G4, G3, D2, and D1. There was

no correlation between TRF lengths and proliferation rates. B - Telomerase activity

assays (TRAP) were carried out on representative LNCaP clonal cell lines. Lane 1: lysis

buffer only; lane 2: heat inactivated WT sample; lanes 3: R11; lanes 4: R19; 5: 11.6; 6:

5.14; 7: 5.15. Each set of lanes shows 10-fold dilutions (1, 1:10 and 1:100) of each cell

extract assayed; each sample was loaded in duplicate in two adjacent lanes.
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CHAPTER THREE

A role for a novel "trans-pseudoknot"
RNA-RNA interaction in the functional

dimerization of human telomerase

Hinh Ly", Lifeng Xu", Melissa A Rivera, Tristam G. Parslow, and
Elizabeth H. Blackburn

* These authors contributed equally.
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ABSTRACT

The integral RNA (htER) of the human telomerase ribonucleoprotein has a conserved secondary

structure that contains a potential pseudoknot. Here we examine the role of an intermolecular

hTER-hTER interaction in the previously-reported functional dimerization of telomerase. We

show that the two conserved, complementary sequences of one stem of the hi■ ER pseudoknot

domain pair intermolecularly in vitro, and that formation of this stem as part of a novel “trans

pseudoknot” is required for telomerase to be active in its dimeric form. Such RNA-RNA

interaction mirrors a known property of retroviral reverse transcriptases, which utilize

homodimers of viral genomic RNA as their substrates.
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INTRODUCTION

A small portion of telomerase RNA is used as the template for synthesizing the short,

tandemly-repeating DNA sequences characteristic of telomeres (see Nugent and

Lundblad 1998; Blackburn 2000; Blasco 2002 for reviews). The catalytic protein

component of telomerase, called TERT, is structurally and evolutionarily related to other

reverse transcriptases (Lingner et al. 1997; Nakamura and Cech 1998), but is distinct in

that it associates stably with the telomerase RNA. The active telomerase complex has

previously been reported to comprise two copies each of telomerase RNA and of the

catalytic protein subunit TERT (Prescott and Blackburn 1997a; Prescott and Blackburn

1997b; Beattie et al. 2000; Wenz et al. 2001), along with a number of accessory factors

(reviewed in Nugent and Lundblad 1998; Blackburn 2000; Blasco 2002). The molecular

interactions required for the enzymatic function of this dimeric complex have not been

fully determined.

Though telomerase RNAs differ widely in overall length and sequence among species,

phylogenetic comparisons suggest that those from protozoa and vertebrates each have a

conserved core secondary structure that includes a pseudoknot (Romero and Blackburn

1991; ten Dam et al. 1991; Lingner et al. 1994; Chen et al. 2000; reviewed in Blackburn

2000). Mutations predicted to disrupt pseudoknot formation reduce or abolish telomerase

activity (Gilley and Blackburn 1999; Bachand and Autexier 2001; Martin-Rivera and

Blasco 2001).
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It was previously reported that individual copies of the -1300-base telomerase RNA

molecule of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae can interact functionally, based in part

on the finding that co-expression of wild-type telomerase RNA in yeast could restore the

function of an otherwise-inactive point mutant RNA (Prescott and Blackburn 1997a;

Prescott and Blackburn 1997b). This mutant telomerase RNA carried a three-base

substitution in its 17-base template sequence and lacked any biological activity when

expressed alone, but, when co-expressed with the wild-type RNA, regained its templating

function in vivo and in in vitro assays of telomerase activity (Prescott and Blackburn

1997a). Significantly, the telomeric DNAs synthesized in such cells were made up of

densely interspersed wild-type and mutant repeats, implying that copying by telomerase

may readily alternate between at least two RNA templates during synthesis of a single

telomere (Prescott and Blackburn 1997b).

Those findings recalled the template-switching characteristic of retroviral RTs.

Retroviruses normally package two identical copies of single-stranded genomic RNA into

each virion, and their RTs alternate repeatedly between these two templates during

synthesis of a DNA provirus (Coffin 1979; Hu and Temin 1990). Template-switching is

facilitated by the inherent ability of retroviral genomic RNAs to form parallel,

noncovalent homodimers, with the most thermostable and conserved dimer contacts

occurring in the 5' leader region near the site where reverse transcription begins. In all

retroviral genomes studied to date, these 5' contacts are created by one or two short RNA

stem-loops that initially hybridize to the opposite strand through sequences in their loops

(Laughrea and Jette 1994; Paillart et al. 1996; Clever and Parslow 1997; Ly and Parslow
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2002, and refs therein). Such dimer-initiating stem-loops are defined experimentally by

their unique efficiency in promoting dimerization of highly structured, protein-free RNAs

in vitro, and by this reaction's dependence on mild heating that enables the stem-loops to

refold (Clever and Parslow 1997; Ly and Parslow 2002).

Like telomerase RNAs of many eukaryotes, hTER contains a predicted pseudoknot—a

stem-loop whose loop can potentially basepair with an adjacent region in the same RNA

molecule to form a short helix called P3 (Fig. 1A) (Blackburn 2000; Chen et al. 2000).

Here we report that the two conserved, complementary sequences of P3 can also

associate intermolecularly, leading to spontaneous assembly of hi■ ER dimers in vitro.

Moreover, pairs of inactive hi■ ER mutants with complementary P3 mutations can

dimerize and regain biological activity when mixed. Mutations in P3 that selectively

blocked dimerization of protein-free htER in vitro impaired telomerase activity both in

vitro and in cells. Hence our findings implicate a novel “trans-pseudoknot” formed

between two telomerase RNAs in the quaternary structure required for telomerase to be

active as a dimer. We suggest that, as previously found with retroviral reverse

transcriptases (Coffin 1979; Hu and Temin 1990), template dimerization may be a

general feature of reverse transcription.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In vitro analysis of in vitro-synthesized RNA dimerization.

Synthetic RNAs representing the indicated portions of hi■ ER were denatured in water at

95°C for 3 min, immediately snap-cooled on ice and adjusted to 50 mM NaCl, 25 mM

sº **
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Tris, pH 7.0, 10 mM MgCl2, and then either kept on ice (-) or prewarmed at 37°C (+) for

2 hrs before analysis by nondenaturing gel electrophoresis in 90 mM Tris-borate, 0.1 mM

MgCl2. RNAs were synthesized using T7 RNA polymerase and DNA templates

amplified through polymerase-chain reaction (PCR) from a cloned hi■ ER expression

plasmid, and were gel-purified prior to use. Each 10-pil dimerization reaction contained

10' cpm of tracer *P-labelled hi■ ER and 1 ug of the same RNA in unlabelled form.

Locations of monomer (M) and dimer (D) are indicated for each RNA.

In vitro reconstitution of human telomerase activity and enzymatic activity assays.

A rabbit reticulocyte T7-coupled transcription/translation system (Promega) was

supplemented with 0.1 pig of a plasmid expression vector (a kind gift from L. Harrington)

encoding hi■ ERT protein carrying the FLAG epitope, and with varying amounts of wild

type or indicated P3-A mutant forms of synthetic, gel-purified hi■ ER in 10 pul final

volume, and were incubated for 2 hr at 30°C to allow telomerase holoenzyme assembly as

described (Beattie et al. 2001). Telomerase enzymatic activity was assayed using the

telomere repeat amplification protocol (TRAP) assay, performed by incubating 1-pal

aliquots of telomerase-containing lysates in 50 pil final volume of 20 mM Tris, pH 8.5,

1.5 mM MgCl2, 63 mM KCl, 1 mM EGTA, 0.005% (v/v) Tween-20, and 50 puM each of

the four deoxynucleoside triphosphates, with 2 U Taq polymerase, 5 pig bovine serum

albumin, 10 pmol *P-labeled telomerase substrate (TS) primer DNA (5'-

AATCCGTCGAGCAGAGTT-3"), and 10 pmol of telomere amplification (Cx) primer

(5'-GTGCCCTTACCCTTACCCTTACCCTAA-3) for 30 min at 30°C, followed by PCR

for 20 cycles each comprising 94°C for 10 sec, 50°C for 30 sec, and 72°C for 30 sec.
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Sequential 10-fold dilutions of input lysate were assayed, and enzyme reaction products

were analyzed by denaturing gel electrophoresis and phosphorimaging.

In vivo assembly of telomerase from mutant or wild-type h'TER constructs.

The FLAG-epitope-tagged hi■ ERT and hi■ ER vectors were constructed in the plasmids

pCI-neo (Promega) and pcDNA3 (Invitrogen), respectively. Each 10-cm plate of VA13

cells received 6 pig each of the hi■ ERT and hi■ ER vectors in Superfect reagent (Qiagen);

where pairs of hi■ ER mutants were combined, 3 pig of each was used. TRAP assay was

performed using the TRAPEZE system (Intergen), with 25 PCR cycles each comprising

incubations at 95°C for 10 sec, 50°C for 30 sec, and 72°C for 30 sec, followed by

incubation at 72°C for 5 min prior to denaturing 10% polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We asked whether in vitro-transcribed, purified hi■ ER forms dimers under the conditions

known to promote retroviral genomic dimerization. Radiolabelled full-length h'■ ER (451

bases; Fig. 1A) was synthesized, briefly denatured at 95°C, refolded on ice, and then

examined by non-denaturing gel electrophoresis either with or without preheating to 37°C

for 2 hrs. As shown in Fig. 1B, essentially all of the full-length RNA migrated as

monomers (M) when unheated (lane 1). Upon preheating to 37°C (lane 2), however, 20

40% converted to a discrete, dimer-sized species (D). A truncated RNA comprising only

the 5' half of hi■ ER likewise formed an apparent dimer (lanes 3 and 4), whereas two

different 3' fragments of similar length did not (lanes 5-8). The dimeric nature of the

complexes was confirmed by the finding that, when incubated together (Fig. 1C), the full
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length and 5'-half RNAs gave rise not only to their respective homodimers (DL and Ds)

but also to the predicted, intermediate-sized heterodimer (HD). Collectively, these results

indicated that hi■ ER dimerizes efficiently at physiologic temperature in vitro, and that

sequences in the 5' half of hi■ ER are necessary and sufficient for dimer formation.

The proposed secondary structure (Chen et al. 2000) of the 5' half of hi■ ER includes the

single-stranded template sequence as well as three paired regions designated P1-P3, with

P2 and P3 forming the stem and loop helices of the pseudoknot, respectively (see Fig.

1A). We introduced a series of clustered point mutations into each of these regions of

hTER individually. As shown in Fig. 2A, none of the tested mutations in the template

sequence or in the distal parts of P1 or P2 (denoted Pla and P2b, respectively) had any

appreciable effect on in vitro dimer yield. By contrast, dimerization was markedly

reduced by three extensive P3 mutations, each of which altered all nine of the highly

conserved, putatively paired bases in one strand or the other of P3. Two of these,

designated P3-A-up and P3-A-dn, substituted the upper and lower strands, respectively,

and were complementary to each other. When the P3-A-up and P3-A-dn mutations were

combined in the same RNA molecule (i.e., in cis) so as to restore P3 complementarity,

dimerization was restored to essentially wild-type levels in vitro (Fig. 2B). Notably,

dimerization was also fully restored when the same two mutations were combined in

trans—i.e., on two separate RNA molecules in an equimolar mixture (Fig. 2B). Thus, two

complementary P3-mutant RNAs that cannot form dimers or pseudoknots individually

dimerized readily when combined. These results indicate that intermolecular
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complementarity of the P3 region can lead to efficient hi■ ER dimerization in vitro, as

predicted if P3 basepairing in trans creates at least part of the dimer interface.

We then tested the effects of such P3 trans-complementarity on telomerase enzymatic

activity in two different systems. To reconstitute telomerase in vitro, hTERT protein was

produced in a rabbit reticulocyte lysate (RRL) to which synthetic wild-type or mutant

hTERs were also added (Beattie et al. 2001). The ability of the resulting complexes to

add telomeric DNA repeats onto a synthetic DNA primer was then measured in a

semiquantitative telomerase activity (TRAP) assay (Fig. 3). The P3-A-up and P3-A-dn

mutations, when present individually, each showed only trace catalytic activity. In

contrast, the activity was reproducibly enhanced when both mutations were combined in

cis and, strikingly, nearly the same degree of enhancement was also observed when we

combined the two mutations in trans, using half the amount of each RNA so that total

input RNA remained constant. The results were the same regardless of whether the P3-up

and P3-dn mutant hi■ ER RNAs were mixed together prior to their addition to the hi■ ERT

expressed in the RRL system, or whether each hi■ ER mutant was first added to the RRL

expressed hi■ ERT, incubated for 1 hour, and then the two reconstituted telomerase

preparations were mixed and incubated for another hour before assaying for telomerase

as above.

These results were confirmed and extended by reconstituting telomerase activity in vivo

using human VA13 fibroblasts. These cells have no detectable endogenous htERT

protein or h7 ER (Bryan et al. 1995), but when transfected with wild-type h'TERT and
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hTER expression constructs, can assemble functional telomerase complexes. We

transiently transfected VA13 cells with a vector encoding wild-type h'TER or various P3

mutants along with a second vector construct that expressed hi■ ERT protein, then

measured telomerase activity in cell lysates prepared 48 hr after transfection. As shown in

Figure 4 (top), combining the two P3-A mutants in trans again yielded a reproducibly

higher level of telomere repeat synthesis than was produced by either mutant

individually. Again, the total amount of P3 mutant construct DNA transfected was kept

the same as that used for each mutated RNA gene alone. To ensure that the phenomenon

was not unique to those mutants, we also designed a second pair (called P3-B-up and P3

B-dn) that each differed from their P3-A counterparts at 2 base positions (Fig. 4, lower

panels). These complementary P3-B mutants, too, were functionally inert when tested

singly, but showed a small but reproducible increase in activity when co-expressed in

trans (Fig. 4, lower panels).

Pseudoknot formation in telomerase RNA has been inferred from a pattern of base

complementarity that was recognized first in ciliates (ten Dam et al. 1991; Blackburn

2000) and later in diverse vertebrate species (Chen et al. 2000). The phylogenetic

conservation of this pattern in close proximity to the template, and the strict conservation

of P3 sequence among vertebrates, together strongly suggest that the pseudoknot region

is biologically important, as does the finding that telomerase enzymatic function can be

severely impaired by naturally-occurring (Vulliamy et al. 2001; Comolli et al. 2002;

Vulliamy et al. 2002) or engineered (Gilley and Blackburn 1999; Bachand and Autexier
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2001; Martin-Rivera and Blasco 2001) mutations that interfere with the potential for

pseudoknot formation.

The nature of possible intermolecular RNA-RNA interactions within the active

telomerase complex had not been previously explored. Our study reveals that hi■ ER can

undergo P3-dependent homodimerization to achieve a novel RNA “trans-pseudoknot”

conformation that we term P3-trans (Fig. 5A). We demonstrated that wild-type h'TER

self-assembles efficiently into dimers in vitro through a reaction that requires interstrand

complementarity at the P3 locus. This loop-mediated homodimerization closely mimics

that observed in all retroviral genomes studied to date (Laughrea and Jette 1994; Paillart

et al. 1996; Clever and Parslow 1997; Ly and Parslow 2002), as well as in two cellular

RNAs (Wagner et al. 2001; Wittenhagen and Kelley 2002). By creating obligate dimers

of inactive hi■ ER mutant pairs whose P3 sequences could support trans but not cis

basepairing, we also have shown that the hi■ ER dimer supports telomerase function both

in rabbit reticulocyte lysates and in human cells. These effects of the P3 pairing in trans

could influence either the assembly of telomerase with h'■ ERT, or the activity per se.

Tetrahymena, mouse and human TER mutations in the equivalent pseudoknot sequences

did not appreciably affect assembly of the RNA with TERT in vitro, using conditions

comparable to those used here, in which excess TER RNA is present (Mitchell and

Collins 2000; Bachand and Autexier 2001; Beattie et al. 2001; Martin-Rivera and Blasco

2001). Because the separate P3 mutations essentially abolished enzymatic activity even at

the highest RNA levels used, our results, combined with the previous findings, suggest

that the defect in the in vitro reconstituted activity is in enzymatic activity rather than the
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ability to assemble with hi■ ERT. Further investigations are in progress to address this

point.

The mammalian telomerase holoenzyme is a multimeric complex of 1,000 kD or more

whose composition is not fully known (Nakamura et al. 1997; Schnapp et al. 1998;

Bachand et al. 2001; Blasco 2002). After salt-stripping to remove weakly interacting

proteins, however, the smallest human telomerase complex that retains enzymatic activity

has an apparent mass near 600 kD, consistent with its containing two copies each of

hTER and hi■ ERT (Wenz et al. 2001). Such analysis of the human telomerase RNP thus

leads to the conclusion that it is normally a dimer, similar to the conclusion made using

active wild-type yeast telomerase assembled in vivo (Prescott and Blackburn 1997a).

Physical oligomerization of hi■ ERT is necessary, but not sufficient, for enzymatic activity

(Moriarty et al. 2002). P3-mediated dimerization of the type we propose here could either

provide the scaffold for assembling these tetrameric complexes or RNA-RNA

interactions necessary for enzymatic activity.

Our results are not only consistent with the previous evidence for a dimeric telomerase,

but provide the first information about a novel mode of RNA-RNA interaction, the P3

trans pairing, that we have shown here can be made obligatory for enzymatic activity

(Figure 5B). It must be emphasized that the individual P3-up or P3-dn mutants used in

this study have multiple substitutions in P3 that, when present by themselves, are

incompatible with either intramolecular or trans-pseudoknot formation. When tested

individually, each caused severe functional and dimerization defects. We also note that,
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as shown in Figure 3 and 4, even when combined to restore P3 base-pairing, these

extensively mutated RNAs regained only a small fraction of wild-type activity level. This

is completely consistent with the expectation that optimal telomerase function depends in

part on the primary sequence of P3 as well as its pairing, since the P3 primary sequence is

very strongly conserved among vertebrates (Chen et al. 2000). Consequently, our

findings are not addressing the relative contributions of monomeric and dimeric hi■ ER to

normal wild-type telomerase function. It is intriguing, nevertheless, to note that both pairs

of mutants we describe gave comparable levels of activity in trans as in cis.

Although no detailed structure has yet been reported for a telomerase RNA, the available

data suggest that the topology of the pseudoknot may not be static. Chemical accessibility

mapping of hi■ ER, for example, does not show stable P3 basepairing either in vivo or in

vitro, though the remainder of the RNA folds essentially as predicted (Antal et al. 2002).

This finding, together with other observations and recent NMR structural data

(Bhattacharyya and Blackburn 1994; Zaug and Cech 1995; Comolli et al. 2002) suggest

that the P3 region may have a dynamic structure, perhaps adopting different

conformations through each cycle of telomere repeat synthesis or in various physiological

states of the cell.

P3-mediated dimerization could provide a basis for understanding some previous

biological observations. Direct P3-mediated dimer interactions may, for example, account

for the observation that particular telomerase RNA mutants can functionally inhibit

(Martin-Rivera and Blasco 2001; Wenz et al. 2001), and that others are activated by
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(Prescott and Blackburn 1997a), co-expressed wild-type RNA. They are also consistent

with the finding (Tesmer et al. 1999) that two different fragments of wild-type h'TER that

each contain only one strand of P3 can combine to form a functional telomerase, as these

fragments would each be expected to bind hi■ ERT independently (Mitchell and Collins

2000) and together could simulate the P3-trans linkage. Although hi■ ERT protein can

multimerize in vitro without RNA (Arai et al. 2002), pairs of inactive hi■ ERT mutants are

unable to complement each other functionally unless hi■ ER is present and both mutants

retain hi■ ER-binding activity (Moriarty et al. 2002). Changes in dimer RNA

conformation, transmitted across the P3-trans interface, could enable one h"IERT

molecule to influence another allosterically, as has been proposed (Beattie et al. 2001;

Moriarty et al. 2002). Physically linking two templates in this manner could also give rise

to the dense admixture of telomere repeat sequences produced by both yeast and ciliate

cells that co-express mutant and wild-type telomerase RNAs (Yu and Blackburn 1991;

Prescott and Blackburn 1997b).

TERT proteins include critical sequence motifs found in retroviral RTs, and likely share

with them a common ancestor (Nakamura and Cech 1998; Peng et al. 2001). Our results

suggest that the parallels extend further in that each class of enzyme utilizes a

homodimeric RNA as its natural template. For retroviruses, whose RTs have a single

active site and must copy long genomic RNAs in their entirety, frequent switching

between duplicate templates makes it possible to circumvent breaks in the individual

RNA strands which would otherwise be lethal, and also provides the principal

mechanism of genetic recombination (Coffin 1979; Hu and Temin 1990). Telomerases,
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by contrast, have evolved to utilize a unique, short, internal template sequence for

repeated cycles of DNA synthesis. In that context, hTER dimerization may provide a

means to sustain the association between a telomerase holoenzyme and its product

between cycles: if one template region in the dimer remains annealed to the newly

synthesized repeat, as has been shown in vitro for two yeast telomerases (Prescott and

Blackburn 1997b; Fulton and Blackburn 1998), it could make the newly-elongated end

readily available to its partner active site for the next cycle, enabling the RNA dimer with

its associated TERT proteins to translocate in a processive, ratcheting motion at the

growing chromosomal terminus (Figure 5C, top). Alternatively, like replicative DNA

polymerases and other replicase complexes that have dual active sites, telomerases may

have evolved to act on two nucleic acid strands simultaneously in a coordinated fashion.

For telomerase, these might include pairs of sister or non-sister chromatid telomeres

newly replicated in mitosis or meiosis, or chromosomal ends brought together near the

periphery of interphase nuclei (Figure 5C, bottom). In those settings, an hi■ ER dimer at

the core of telomerase could be viewed as an RNA bridge linking the 5' ends of two

chromosomes.
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Figure 1. Sequences in the 5' half of human telomerase RNA (htER) mediate efficient

RNA dimerization in vitro. A. Schematic diagram of the proposed secondary structure

(Chen et al. 2000; Mitchell and Collins 2000; Chen et al. 2002) of the 451-base hi■ ER,

indicating locations of specific residues (numbered), the 8-base templating sequence

(yellow rectangle), and the putative paired regions Pla, P2b, and P3. B. Sequences in the

5' half of hi■ ER are necessary and sufficient for dimerization. Synthetic RNAs

representing the indicated portions of hi■ ER were denatured, snap-cooled, incubated on

ice (-) or at 37°C (+), and analyzed by nondenaturing gel electrophoresis. Representative

autoradiograms are depicted, with those for full-length (1-451) htER photographically

reduced to align with the three shorter RNA species. RNAs comprising hi■ ER residues

44-210 or 44-451 also homodimerized (data not shown). C. Full-length h'■ ER and its 5'

half form a heterodimer when mixed. RNAs were analyzed, either individually or in

equimolar mixture, as described for panel B. The heterodimer (HD), and the monomers

(Ms and ML) and homodimers (Ds and DL) of the short and long RNAs, respectively, are

indicated.
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Figure 2. Sequence complementarity at P3 is required for h7 ER dimerization. A.

Mutations in P3 selectively abrogate dimer formation in vitro. Dimerization reactions

were performed with (+) and without (-) preheating to 37°C as described for Fig. 1, using

synthetic wild-type (wt) or mutant forms of hi■ ER residues 1-451. The template sequence

and paired regions Pla, P2b, and P3 were each mutated individually. The wt sequences

and tested mutants of each are depicted above, with upper (up) and lower (dn) strands

oriented as shown in Fig. 1A. Mutated bases are in bold letters. In mutant P3-upA, all 10

bases of the upper P3 strand were deleted. B. Complementary P3 mutants dimerize.

Shown is a representative experiment, performed as in A, with P3 mutant RNAs present

singly or mixed as indicated. C. Extent of dimerization (dimers as a percentage of total

input radiolabeled RNA, quantified by phosphorimaging) was determined as described

above for the P3-A-up and P3-A-dn mutants individually, in cis, and at equimolar

concentration in trans. Data shown are mean + standard error for six independent

determinations.
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Figure 3. Telomerase activity of P3 mutants reconstituted with hi■ ERT in vitro. Human

telomerase activity was reconsitituted in vitro as described previously by Beattie et al

(Beattie et al. 2001) with varying amounts of wild-type or P3-A mutant forms of hi■ ER.

Telomerase enzymatic activity was assayed using the telomere repeat amplification

protocol (TRAP) assay. Triangles denote sequential 10-fold dilutions of input lysate.

Products were analyzed by denaturing gel electrophoresis and phosphorimaging. Data

shown are representative of three replicate assays using two independent preparations of

expression vector encoding each mutant RNA.
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Figure 4. Dimerization restores biological activity of inactive hi■ ER P3 mutant pairs

assembled with hi■ ERT in vivo. A. Cultured VA13 cells were transiently transfected with

expression plasmids encoding hi■ ERT and various mutant forms of hi■ ER, then cell

extracts were assayed 48 hr later for telomerase activity. Sequences of the P3-A and P3-B

mutant pairs are shown above in basepaired form, with mutated bases in boldface. The

FLAG-epitope-tagged hi■ ERT and hi■ ER vectors were transfected into VA13 cells, and

TRAP assays of telomerase activity were performed on cell extracts. Triangles at top

indicate sequential 5-fold dilutions of the input whole-cell extract; "H" indicates that

undiluted cell extract was heat-inactivated at 85°C for 5 min prior to TRAP assay. Top

panels: P3-A mutants. All wild-type and P3-A lanes are from the same gel and

autoradiogram. Bottom: P3-B mutants. Right panel shows a darker exposure of the

bracketed portion of the same autoradiogram at left. For the P3-A and P3-B mutants, data

shown are representative of three or more replicate assays using at least two independent

preparations of expression vector encoding each mutant RNA. I.C. indicates PCR

products of internal control included for normalization of PCR efficiency.
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Figure 5. Dimerization of telomerase. A. Cis and trans conformations of the h"TER

pseudoknot domain. Shown are proposed secondary structures for the pseudoknot

containing monomer (P3-cis, from ref. Chen et al. 2000) and the homodimer (P3-trans)

of hi■ ER. The 3' half of each RNA is omitted (dashed arrow). Yellow rectangles denote

the templating domain sequences. Due to extensive complementarity in the P1 and P2

regions, the P3-trans structure shown here has the potential to isomerize further to

achieve additional interstrand basepairing and greater thermodynamic stability, as occurs

during retroviral genomic dimerization (Laughrea and Jette 1994; Paillart et al. 1996;

Clever and Parslow 1997; Ly and Parslow 2002). B. Functional dimerization of

telomerase dependent on P3 pairing between two hi■ ER molecules. C.S., catalytic active

site of the telomerase enzyme. Red, hTER RNAs. Gray, hTERT proteins. C. Alternative

models for dimeric telomerase at chomosome ends. Top: during the action of dimeric

telomerase at a telomere, only one catalytic active site (C.S.) is engaged in

polymerization at a time. The DNA end (blue) that was newly elongated in one site (left)

is handed off to the template in the other active site of the dimer to begin the next round

of synthesis (right). Bottom: the dual active sites of dimeric telomerase act on two

chromosomal ends simultaneously in a coordinated fashion. In this model, the hi■ ER

facilitated dimerization could play a role in linking the ends of either two sister

chromatids or two different chromosomes.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Processive utilization of the human

telomerase template: lack of a requirement
for template switching

Melissa A. Rivera and Elizabeth H. Blackburn
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ABSTRACT

The ribonucleoprotein telomerase is a specialized reverse transcriptase minimally

composed of an RNA (TER) and protein catalytic subunit (TERT). Telomerase uses a

small portion of its RNA, the template domain, for the processive synthesis of tandem

repeats of telomeric DNA, and exists as a dimer in several organisms, including human.

Here we studied the requirements for processive template usage by human telomerase.

First, we showed that a minimal 3' overhang of 4-6 bases on a double-stranded DNA

primer substrate is required. Using a variety of template mutants we showed that specific

template mutations of human telomerase had unpredictable effects, as previously

demonstrated for the Tetrahymena telomerase. Large changes to the template domain did

not abolish activity while expanding the template domain reduced processivity, as did a

template mutation with a mismatch between the alignment and template regions. To test

whether successive rounds of template copying requires switching between templates

within dimeric telomerase, we used two catalytically inactive telomerase RNA

pseudoknot mutants that can dimerize in trans to restore telomerase activity. With this

system we determined that processive synthesis by an obligatory dimer of human

telomerase does not require template switching.
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INTRODUCTION

Telomeres are the complex nucleoprotein structures that cap the ends of linear

chromosomes. They function as protective barriers to distinguish natural chromosome

ends from double-strand breaks (for review, see Blackburn, 2001; de Lange, 2001).

Telomeres also buffer against the loss of chromosomal DNA that occurs with each cell

division as a consequence of the limitations of the replication machinery (Lingner, 1995).

In most eukaryotic organisms the telomeric DNA is synthesized by the ribonucleoprotein

telomerase, which adds short tandem repeats of G-rich sequences (for review, see

Blackburn, 1992; Nugent and Lundblad, 1998).

Telomerase can be minimally reconstituted in vitro with the RNA subunit, TER, and the

protein catalytic subunit, TERT. A small portion of TER, the templating domain, includes

alignment bases that can pair with the 3' end of a telomeric primer, and template bases

that are copied into DNA to elongate the primer. The templating domain can basepair to

single-stranded DNA or to the 3' overhang of a double-stranded telomeric DNA

molecule. For the Tetrahymena thermophila and Euplotes aediculatus telomerases, it hº

been definitively demonstrated that a 3' overhang is a requirement for telomeric addition

(for review see (Collins, 1999)). The Euplotes telomerase requires a 3' overhang of 4-6

nucleotides for telomeric sequence primers and its elongation efficiency appears to

depend on substrate basepairing within the template domain (Lingner and Cech, 1996).

For Tetrahymena telomerase, longer 3' overhangs (>20 nucleotides) are required for

primers with non-telomeric sequences than for those with telomeric sequences, which

require 13 nucleotides (Lee, 1993; Wang and Blackburn, 1997; Wang, 1998). The 5'
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region of the DNA primer that is not paired with the template affects the kinetics of the

polymerization reactions of telomerase (Lee, 1993).

In addition to the enzyme-substrate interactions, specific base changes in the templating

domain of telomerase cause unanticipated effects on enzymatic activity (Gilley and

Blackburn, 1996; Gilley et al., 1995; Prescott and Blackburn, 2000; Ware et al., 2000).

For example, in Tetrahymena, a single base insertion mutant, 49+C, reduced processivity

and fidelity, and caused template slippage, producing larger repeats than predicted

(Gilley and Blackburn, 1996; Gilley et al., 1995; Yu et al., 1990). Complete replacement

of the template with U residues reduced enzymatic processivity, and resulted in strict

incorporation of only dATP, as specified by the template. Replacing the template with

alternating AU residues, which changed all but 3 residues of the template, also reduced

enzymatic processivity (Ware et al., 2000). A three base substitution in Saccharomyces

cerevisiae telomerase, 476GUG, caused complete loss of enzymatic activity (Prescott and

Blackburn, 1997a).

Template mutations have also revealed other characteristics of telomerase. In S.

cerevisiae the function of a catalytically dead template mutation, 476GUG, is restored

when wildtype RNA is present in the same RNP complex, indicating that telomerase

functions as a dimer (Prescott and Blackburn, 1997a; Prescott and Blackburn, 1997b).

Notably, the telomeric DNA of cells co-expressing any template mutant and wildtype

telomerase RNA contained closely interdigitated mutant and wildtype repeats. The S.

cerevisiae telomerase remains bound to its products in vitro, yet a 476GUG-Wildtype
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heterodimer of telomerase elongated a primer specific for the 476GUG template despite

the presence of an elongated wildtype primer already bound to the enzyme. This and

other evidence showed that this telomerase contains two active sites (Prescott and

Blackburn, 1997a; Prescott and Blackburn, 1997b). Subsequently, it was reported that

human telomerase also exists as a dimer, as does Euplotes crassus telomerase (Beattie et

al., 2001; Tesmer et al., 1999; Wang et al., 2002; Wenz et al., 2001). A human telomerase

reconstituted with an equal mixture of wildtype and mutant template RNAs had a

significant reduction in the expected levels of wildtype activity, indicating that, as with

the S. cerevisiae telomerase, the templates were interdependent by an unknown

mechanism (Wenz et al., 2001).

The observations made with the S. cerevisiae and human telomerases assembled with

mutant and wildtype templates suggested a model in which a dimeric telomerase might

switch templates between each round of template copying, perhaps as a requirement for

processive synthesis. Alternatively, a dimeric telomerase might catalyze the addition of

repeats onto two substrates simultaneously. In this model, two sister chromatids would be

coordinately elongated in vivo. Thus, a processive dimeric telomerase which can copy

DNA from either template has been proposed to utilize the templates either in series

(template-switching model) or simultaneously (parallel synthesis model) (Prescott and

Blackburn, 1997a; Prescott and Blackburn, 1997b; Wenz et al., 2001).

Although the template domain is critical for telomerase activity, other regions of the

telomerase RNA are important for function, including a pseudoknot conserved in
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vertebrate and ciliate telomerase RNAs (Chen, 2000; Lingner, 1994; Martin-Rivera and

Blasco, 2001; McCormick-Graham and Romero, 1995; Romero and Blackburn, 1991; ten

Dam et al., 1991). Preventing pairing of one stem of the Tetrahymena pseudoknot region

disrupts stable association of TER and TERT and abolishes activity of telomerase

assembled in vivo (Gilley and Blackburn, 1999), but not of telomerase reconstituted in

vitro (Autexier and Greider, 1998; Licht and Collins, 1999). Similarly, disrupting the

human telomerase RNA (h'■ ER) pseudoknot subdomain P3 impairs reconstitution of

telomerase activity in vivo (Feng et al., 1995), and mutations in vitro can reduce or

abolish the enzymatic activity of telomerase (Autexier et al., 1996; Beattie et al., 1998).

Recently, intermolecular pairing of the P3 pseudoknot region of hi■ ER was shown to be

important for the activity of the human telomerase dimer (Ly et al., 2002). Separate

mutations that eliminated intramolecular P3 basepairing destroyed activity in vivo and in

vitro. However, combining the two mutations in two different RNA molecules, i.e., in

trans, created a functional heterodimeric telomerase, thus creating an obligatory

dimerization state (Ly et al., 2002).

To further our understanding of the mechanism of human telomerase catalytic activity,

we investigated a set of requirements for human telomerase template utilization. We first

determined that human telomerase requires a 3' overhang of a minimum length of 4-6

nucleotides for a duplex DNA primer to be used as a substrate. We show that, like

Tetrahymena telomerase, a mismatch between the template and alignment bases in the

templating domain reduces processivity, as does an elongated template. In addition, large

changes in the template affect activity although DNA polymerization is not abolished.
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Finally, we exploited the intermolecular P3 interaction that creates an obligatory RNA

heterodimer of telomerase to demonstrate that template switching is not required for

processive activity of a dimeric telomerase.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Stretch-PCR Assay

Double stranded telomerase substrates were created by mixing equimolar amounts of the

TAG-U 38 mer oligonucleotide and complementary oligonucleotides of different lengths

(38, 37, 35, 32, 29, 26, and 17 mers) in 1X TKG (50mM TrishCls, 60mM potassium

glutamate), heating to 90°C for 5' and slow-cooling to room temperature (Wang and

Blackburn, 1997). Hela S100 extracts were made as described (Tatematsu et al., 1996),

with 1X hypotonic buffer containing 10 mM HEPESs, 3 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM

DTT, 0.5% MEGA-9, 1X Complete EDTA-free Protease Inhibitor tablet (Roche) and 10

U/ml RNasin. For the telomerase reactions 20pul of Hela S100 extract for in vivo

assembled telomerase or 20pul final volume of 1pul in vitro reconstituted telomerase

containing 1 ng in vitro transcribed hi■ ER (see below) were assayed. Reaction incubation,

termination, stretch-PCR conditions and sample clean-up were performed as described

without the hot-start PCR step (Tatematsu et al., 1996). Samples were mixed 1:1 in

formamide loading buffer (80% formamide, 10 mM EDTA plus loading dye), denatured

2-5' at 95°C and iced before loading 10 pil on 8M Urea 10% polyacrylamide gels. Dried

gels were exposed to Phosphorimager (Molecular Dynamics) for signal quantitation.
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In Vitro Telomerase RNA Production

Mutant template and P3 hters were constructed by site-directed mutagenesis as described

(Kim et al., 2001; Ly et al., 2002). The T7 promoter was PCR cloned onto wildtype or

mutant human telomerase RNAs utilizing the primers T7p-hTR (5'-

GGATCCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGTTGCGGAGGGTGGGCCTG-3') and

hTR451a-EcoRI (5'-GCTGAATTCGCATGTGTGAGCCGAGTCCTG-3'). Products

were PCR cloned into the BamhI and EcoRI sites of puC18 and sequence verified or

PCR products were used directly for transcription. Plasmids were linearized by EcoRI

digestion, extracted with phenol/chloroform, and precipitated before RNA transcription.

The T7 Megascript Kit (Ambion) was used for transcription as per manufacturer's

instructions, with the addition of 20 units RNase-Inhibitor (Roche) and a 4-6 hr

incubation followed by 4% PAGE purification.

In Vitro Telomerase Reconstitution

Reconstitution of human telomerase activity was as described (Beattie et al., 1998). A 50

pil cocktail containing 25 pil TNT lysate (TNT*T7 Coupled Reticulocyte System,

Promega), 0.5 pig of pCR3-FLAG-tagged hi■ ERT (provided by L Harrington), 1 pull-Met

mix, 1 pull-Leu Mix, 1 pul RNA guard (Amersham), 2 pil T Buffer, 18.5 pul H2O, and 1 pil

T7 polymerase was dispensed in 9 pil aliquots to 1 pig, 100 ng, 10 ng, 1 ng, 0.1 ng and no

RNA of the purified hi■ ers to a total volume of 10 pil. Reactions were incubated 2 hrs at

30°C and Stored at -80°C.
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TRAP Assays

TRAP assays were performed based on previous methods using modified TS and reverse

Cx primers designed to detect mutant repeats. The mutant specific primers were: U11-TS

(5'-TTTCCGTCGAGCAGCAAA-3'), U11-CX2 (5'-

GTGTTTTTATTTTTATTTTTATTTTTT-3)49A-Cx (5'-

GTGCCCTAAATCCCTAAATCCCTAAAA-3"), WtS3 (or 53A-Cx1)(5'-

GTGGCCTAAGCCTAAGCCTAAGCC-3'), and 53A-Cx2 (5'-

GTGGCCATAGCCATAGCCATAGCCAAA-3'). The reverse primers tested for AU5

were: AU5-Cx1 (5'-GTGATATAAATATAAATATAAATATAT-3"), AU5-Cx2 (5'-

GTGATATTTATATTTATATTTATATA-3') and AU5-Cx3 (5'-

GTGTATATATATATTTATAAATATATA-3'). The reverse primers tested for 51G and

53G were: 53G-Cx1 (5'-GTGGGGGTAGGGGTAGGGGTAGGGGA-3) 53G-Cx2 (5'-

GTGGGGTAAGGGTAAGGGTAAGGGGA-3) 53G-Cx3 (5'-

CTCGGGTAGGGGTAGGGGTAGGGGAA-3'). The wildtype repeat primers, TS (5'-

AATCCGTCGAGCAGAGTT-3') and Cx-ext (5'-

GTGCCCTTACCCTTACCCTTACCCTAA-3') were as described (Kim et al., 1994;

Krupp, 1997). TRAP reactions each contained 20 mM Tris-HCls 5,1.5 mM MgCl2, 63

mM KCl, 1 mM EGTA, .005% Tween 20, 2U Taq polymerase (Roche), 5 pig BSA, 50

HM dMTPs, 10 pmol Y”P-labeled TS (or U11-TS), 10 pmol CX-ext (or mutant specific

Cx primer) and 1pul in vitro reconstituted telomerase lysates (see above) in a total volume

of 50pul. The telomerase reaction was incubated at 30°C for 30' (or 2 hrs, see Results)

followed by PCR for 20 (or 25 cycles, see Results). PCR cycle conditions were

denaturation at 94°C for 10s, annealing at 50°C for 30s, and extension at 72°C for 30s

:
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except for the U11 and AU5 mutants. For those mutants the annealing and extension

temperatures were lowered to 45°C and 60°C, respectively, and the PCR incubation times

were unchanged. Negative controls were pre-digested with 5-10 ng RNase A for 10'.

Samples and gels were prepared and exposed to a Phosphorimager, as described above.

RESULTS

Telomerase Requires a 3’ Overhang of 4 to 6 Nucleotides For Elongation of a Duplex

Primer

The human telomerase RNA hi■ ER contains a template domain comprised of an 11

nucleotide region, bases 46-56, that are used to synthesize tandem repeats of the human

telomeric sequence TTAGGG (Table 1). Although the alignment and template residues

have not been definitively mapped in human telomerase, by analogy to studies of the

Tetrahymena template usage in vitro and in vivo, the patterns of products seen in

conventional assays of human telomerase (Morin, 1989; Morin, 1991) indicate that

nucleotides 46–51 are copied into DNA, with an unknown number of the more 3'

nucleotides of the templating domain, bases 52-56, being used for alignment (Gilley and

Blackburn, 1996; Wang, 1998) (Table 1 and Fig. 2A). Telomerase activity in other

species requires either a single-stranded DNA primer or a duplex with a 3' overhang,

although it does not require its substrate to be a telomeric sequence (Collins, 1999; Lee,

1993; Lingner and Cech, 1996; Wang, 1998). Telomeric and G-rich primers that basepair

to the complementary region of the templating domain are extended by the sequential

copying of the next residues all the way to the end of the template (Greider and

Blackburn, 1987; Morin, 1989; Morin, 1991). Telomerase then translocates to realign the
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primer on the template, before it catalyzes another round of template copying.

Completely non-telomeric primers are recognized independently of basepairing to

template residues, and for Tetrahymena and Euplotes it was demonstrated that a

particular residue in the template is the first one copied, regardless of primer sequence

(Melek et al., 1996; Wang and Blackburn, 1997). Human telomerase has been tested with

both telomeric and non-telomeric primer sequences (Morin, 1989; Morin, 1991), but its

function with double-stranded substrates, including their 3' overhang requirement, has not

been analyzed.

To determine the minimal overhang requirements for the processive activity of human

telomerase with a telomeric substrate, the quantitative stretch-PCR assay was performed

on telomerase assembled in vivo and in vitro. The stretch-PCR assay was developed to

quantitatively determine relative telomerase levels in telomerase positive cell types

(Tatematsu et al., 1996). Unlike the other TRAP assays commonly used, it separates the

telomerase reaction and PCR steps. The primers are specifically designed to not interact

with each other, preventing primer-dimer products. The substrate primer, TAG-U, is a 38

mer oligonucleotide ending in 3.5 repeats of the Tetrahymena telomeric sequence,

TTGGGG. This telomeric repeat was shown to be utilized by human telomerase in

conventional assays and thus was chosen as a suitable substrate for telomerase in this

assay (Tatematsu et al., 1996). TAG-U is predicted to align on the template as indicated

in Figure 1A.

:
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Substrates with various 3' overhang lengths were generated by annealing complementary

oligos to TAG-U. The 3' overhang lengths assayed were 0, 1, 3, 6, 9, 12, and 21

nucleotides; and a fully single stranded DNA substrate primer of 38 nucleotides, TAG-U,

was included for comparison. S100 extracts of HeLa cells were used to assay human

telomerase assembled in vivo with these overhang lengths (see Materials and Methods).

Samples were assayed in duplicate and each sample was also loaded in duplicate (Fig.

1B). To compare substrate usage for the various 3' overhang lengths, the product signals

across multiple lanes were averaged and signal units were assigned using ImageOuant

values.

The results indicated that the minimum 3' overhang length required for processive

telomerase activity is between 4-6 nucleotides, with no significant activity for shorter 3'

overhangs and with activity levels reaching a plateau at 9 nucleotides and above (Fig.

1C). Similar results were obtained with in vitro telomerase activity reconstituted with

hTER synthesized in vitro and assembled with hi■ ERT expressed in a rabbit reticulocyte

lysate. The in vitro reconstituted telomerase activity was detected with a 6 nucleotide

overhang primer and activity reached a maximum at 9 nucleotides (Fig. 1D). The levels

of activity for the various overhang lengths plateau at and above a 9 nucleotide overhang

for both types of telomerase preparations, supporting the notion that this aspect of the

integral behavior of telomerase was independent of assembly conditions. These results

suggest that the G-rich, partially duplex substrates used in these assays align on the

template similarly to non-telomeric single-stranded primers analyzed previously (Morin,

1991).The small difference in elongation of the 6 nucleotide overhang by the in vitro and

i
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in vivo-assembled and -reconstituted telomerases (Fig. 1C and 1D) may be attributable to

accessory factors present in in vivo assembled telomerase that make it more efficient with

shorter substrates.

Detection of Mutant Template Telomerase Activity

Various mutants of the template domain of human telomerase have been made, but few

studies have addressed the effects of such template changes on human telomerase

activity. The cloning of the hi■ ER gene was verified by two template mutants which

resulted in the synthesis of mutant repeats by telomerase (Feng et al., 1995). The template

mutants created in that study were MuA, which changed positions 47 and 53 each to A

residues, and MuC, which changed these residues to Cs. These changes were predicted to

produce TTTGGG repeats (MuA) and TTGGGG repeats (MuC). When transfected into

HT1080 cells the activities of each of the two mutations were distinguished from

endogenous wildtype by performing conventional assay reactions with ddATP instead of

dATP to inhibit wildtype activity, as well as PCR amplification of the mutant products

formed in telomerase reactions lacking dATP (Feng et al., 1995).

To obviate the need to distinguish mutant and wildtype activities within cell lines, we

used in vitro-assembled and -reconstituted telomerase to study the effects of template

mutations on human telomerase activity. Telomerase was reconstituted by adding in

vitro-transcribed and gel-purified wildtype or mutant template hi■ ER to a rabbit

reticulocyte system that produced the catalytic protein subunit of telomerase, hTERT, as

previously described (Beattie et al., 1998). The mutants investigated here are listed in

*
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Table 1. They represent a variety of changes, including changes of 2-3 bases (53A and

50G), a 2 base insertion into the template (49+AA), almost complete substitutions of the

template (U11 and AU5), and moderately large substitutions of 4 or 6 bases (51G and

53G).

A modified TRAP assay was then used in which new reverse Cx-ext primers were

designed to detect mutant repeats (Kim et al., 1994; Krupp, 1997). Various times and

numbers of cycles of PCR were tested to detect wildtype telomerase activity in the linear

range in a semi-quantitative manner, reflective of the amount of hi■ ER added to the

telomerase reconstitution reactions, and to prevent the sole amplification of primer
:

concatamers. TRAP reactions (50 pul) were performed using 1 pil of rabbit reticulocyte .
lysate reactions in which each differed only by the amount (at 10-fold dilutions) and type *

of hi■ ER RNA added to the original in vitro reconstitution reaction. The PCR cycle º

number was 20 or 25, and products resulting from TS and Cx-ext primer interactions .
were absent when 20 cycles of PCR amplification were used. Using 25 PCR cycles, *

primer-primer interaction products appeared but amplification of telomeric repeats was

not precluded. The appearance of products above the primer-dimer was dependent upon

the combined presence of hi■ ER RNA and h'■ ERT cDNA in the reconstitution reaction,

and product synthesis was RNAse. A sensitive (see Materials and methods).

The telomerase substrate primer TS is an 18 mer primer that is non-telomeric except for

the last three nucleotides, -GTT-3' and can potentially align on the wildtype template in

two positions as illustrated in Figure 2A (Kim et al., 1994; Morin, 1991; Weinrich et al.,
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1997). However, studies in Tetrahymena showed that the enzyme does not tolerate an

alignment extremely close to the 5' end of the template unless 5 contiguous base pairs can

form between the template and all 5 bases at the 3' end of the primer (Wang, 1998). Such

a predicted disfavored alignment is represented by the upper alignment, shown in Figure

2A before translocation. This, in conjunction with work showing that human telomerase

can function with non-telomeric primers containing as few as two complementary base

pairs within the last four nucleotides of its substrate (Morin, 1991), predicts that the

alignment more likely to occur is that which would use the last 3 residues of the template,

3'-CAA- (lower alignment, Fig. 2A). This alignment would initially add 8 dinTPs in a

single round through copying all the way to the 5' end of the template. For the majority of

the mutants listed, the last three residues at the 3' end of the template are unchanged and

thus the TS primer is predicted to align as illustrated for wildtype (Table 1, Fig. 2A-D).

However, the U11 mutant template precludes basepairing with the TS primer. Hence a º

U11 specific TS primer, U11-TS, was derived by modifying the TS primer to end in 3'- ;
AAA (Fig. 2E). The modification was based on previous studies with non-telomeric

primers which predicted that substrate basepairing to the template does not require a large

amount of complementary sequence (Morin, 1991). Finally, TS is predicted to have at

least two possible alignments on the AU5 mutant template (Table 1, Fig. 2F).

In vitro processivity is affected by putative alignment residue 53

The pair of mutations, 53A and 50G, are both predicted to produce TTTGGC repeats,

assuming that the six 5' most bases of the hi■ ER template (46–51) are primarily used as

template residues (Table 1 and Fig 2A-C). 53A has 3 templating domain changes at
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positions 47, 50, and 53, while 50G lacks the base change at position 53, which is within

the putative alignment residues of the template. To determine if the 53A and 50G

template mutants were active, a mutant primer specific for TTTGGC mutant repeats,

53A-Cx2, was designed. When TS and the mutant specific 53A-Cx2 reverse primer were

used to assay wildtype activity by TRAP, no products were visible, indicating that

amplification was mutant specific (Fig 3A, lane 11). Similarly, the TS and Cx-ext primers

did not amplify mutant products (Fig 3A, lane 13).

The 53A mutant is predicted to be processive, since both the template residue and the

corresponding alignment residue were changed. As anticipated, this mutant telomerase

was processive and its activity level was quite similar to wildtype (Fig 3A, compare lanes t

6-9 for 53A with lanes 1-4 for WT). The amplification products of 53A have a different º

pattern from wildtype, reflecting differences in sequence composition, and possibly º

differences in PCR amplification with the 53A-Cx2 reverse primer. i.
%

In contrast to 53A, the 50G mutant was non-processive (Fig 3B and C). The TS primer is

predicted to align on the 50G mutant template as illustrated (Fig 2C), initially adding 8

dNTPs, starting from position 53 and continuing to the 5' end of the template RNA

sequence. Following production of the initial mutant repeat, alignment of the mutant

elongation product ending in -TG-3' would preclude pairing with the RNA template at

position 53, potentially interfering with alignment of the final G nucleotide on template

position 52, although this final 3' primer nucleotide is complementary to the template

(Fig 2C). Only one repeat above the primer-dimer products was visible (Fig 3B, lanes 6
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9). The RNA concentrations of WT and 50G were the same, yet for 50G a product is only

faintly visible at the highest RNA concentration shown (Fig 3B, lanes 1-4 for WT and

lanes 6-9 for 50G). Thus, in contrast to 53A, the 50G template may not only block

translocation, but may also reduce overall telomerase activity. This observation was not

caused by a difference in PCR amplification, since the 53A mutant, which produces the

same repeat sequence, had robust activity in this assay (compare Fig 3A, lanes 6-9 for

53A and Fig 3B, lanes 6-9 for 50G).

To detect longer products for 50G, the TRAP reaction conditions were changed to allow

the enzyme more time to align on a non-complementary substrate sequence, or to reveal

use of a mode of synthesis not dependent on alignment. The telomerase incubation time

was increased from 30 minutes to 2 hours and the PCR cycle number was increased from

20 to 25 cycles. Under those conditions, larger products from the 50G mutant are visible

as faint bands, although they are fainter than the first repeat added, suggesting that the

dominant product made by the 50G mutant enzyme contains only one repeat (Fig 3B,

lane 15). Thus, the single base change difference between 50G-hTer and 53A-hTer (the

residue at position 53) is sufficient to prevent processivity (Fig 3A, lanes 6 for 53A and

Fig 3B, lanes 6 and 15 for 50G). The clear similarity in activity levels of 53A and

wildtype provide further support that alignment within the template domain of human

telomerase is important for enzyme processivity, as shown for Tetrahymena telomerase

(Gilley and Blackburn, 1996).
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Processivity and product size are affected by a two base insertion into the template

The 49+AA mutant contains a two base insertion into the template domain between

positions 49 and 50, and is based on a similar mutation in Tetrahymena, 43AA, which

synthesized an 8 base DNA repeat, TTTTGGGG in vivo (Kirk et al., 1997). By analogy,

the predicted repeat sequence of 49+AA is TTTTAGGG (Table 1) and a reverse primer,

49A-Cx, was designed to amplify this repeat (Fig 2D). The similarity of this mutant

sequence to wildtype allowed amplification of wildtype repeats with 49A-Cx even at

higher annealing temperatures (up to 62°C) than those typically used for TRAP (Fig 3C,

lane 6 and data not shown). Despite this cross-primer amplification, the wildtype enzyme

pattern retained its normal 6 base periodicity and the wildtype Cx-ext reverse primer did

not amplify mutant repeats synthesized by the 49+AA mutant (Fig 3C, lanes 6 and 11).

iFollowing translocation, the 49+AA mutant would be predicted to align with only one

base not matched at position 56, the most 3' end of the template (Fig 2D). Nonetheless,

!
the processivity of the 49+AA mutant was affected by the template insertion, as the

predominant products were only one repeat above the primer-dimer (Fig 3C, lanes 7-10).

As we did for the non-processive 50G mutant, the TRAP reaction conditions were

changed to allow the enzyme more time for synthesis, by increasing the telomerase

incubation time from 30 minutes to 2 hours, and increasing the PCR cycle number from

20 to 25 cycles to increase sensitivity. Only under those conditions did larger products

appear, with the predominant product still being the first repeat added (Fig 3C, lane 7).

Thus, like the 50G template, the 49+AA expansion mutant has reduced processivity.

Interestingly, the apparent increase in product size was not as expected, because the

predominant products were only the equivalent of one base larger than wildtype,
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suggesting that the 49+AA mutant may not produce a full eight base repeat (compare Fig

3C lanes 7-10 for 49+AA with lanes 1-3 for WT).

Large template changes cause mutant-specific effects on telomerase activity

The U11 and AU5 mutant hi■ ers are virtually complete substitution of the template

domain (Table 1, Fig 2E-F). The analogous mutations made within the Tetrahymena

template, U9 and AUN were enzymatically competent despite producing non-telomeric

sequences. Both Tetrahymena mutants synthesized products expected from faithful

template copying, although processivity was much lower than wildtype (Ware et al.,

2000). Thus, the U11 and AU5 human mutants were predicted to be functional, with U11

producing a string of A repeats and the AU5 mutant (TA)n repeats. The mutant specific

ireverse primer, U11-Cx2, would be predicted to still form primer-dimer products as it is

primarily T-rich, ending in 3'-TTT, and able to align with the 3'-AAA of U11-TS. To

favor amplification of products from the U11 mutant, the annealing temperature of the

PCR was lowered from 50°C to 45°C to allow for the lowered melting temperature of A

Trich sequences. WT telomerase products were amplified at the same PCR conditions

for comparison.

The expected type of U11 mutant product pattern was detected at the same hi■ ER RNA

levels as wildtype, although the mutant was not as processive overall (compare Fig 4A,

lanes 1-5 for WT with lanes 7-11 for U11). The detection of more U11 than wildtype

products at lower RNA concentrations (Fig 4A, WT lanes 4-5, and U11 lanes 10-11)

most likely represents a difference in product amplification by the mutant and wildtype
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primers, respectively. Under these conditions, primers specific for mutant products did

not amplify wildtype template repeats from hi■ ER, nor did wildtype primers amplify

products from the U11 mutant template (Fig 4A, WT lane 6, and U11 lane 12). With the

primers specific for U11 products, the negative controls contained a faint PCR product

(Fig 4A, lanes 15-16), absent in WT (Fig 4A, Lane 6), which can be explained if WT

adds wildtype repeats onto U11-TS, but the products are not amplified with the mutant

primer. The Tetrahymena U9 mutant also showed a similar banding pattern with low

dATP concentrations in the conventional assay (Ware et al., 2000), suggesting that in

these U-rich template sequence mutants the enzyme loses its 6 base periodicity, either

from incomplete repeat synthesis or various alignments of its A-rich products along the

template (Fig 2E).

The AU5 mutant activity was difficult to detect. The last two bases of the TS substrate

primer (-TT-3"), could align to the last two residues of the AU5 template or could align
s

further into the template, so that primer was not changed (Fig 2F). Various reverse

primers designed to detect the predicted mutant repeats and reaction conditions were

tested (data not shown, see Materials and methods for primer sequences) but activity was

only detectable with the use of the wildtype Cx-ext primer at high hi■ ER concentrations,

with 25 cycles of PCR amplification and a lowered annealing temperature (50°C to

40°C). The product ladder was not an artifact of primer slippage in the PCR reaction

because slippage products would be prevented by the 5' anchor of Cx-ext (Krupp, 1997).

Furthermore, samples treated with RNAse A or containing only the hi■ ERT protein had

no detectable products above the primer-dimer, indicating that the observed product
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ladder is not derivative of an activity within the rabbit reticulocyte (Fig 4B, lanes 10-12).

Surprisingly, the products of the AU5 mutant enzyme in this context continued to exhibit

a 6 base periodicity characteristic of wildtype, even though the mutant repeat sequence

synthesized, ATATAT, has three possible alignments for the Cx-ext reverse primer and

would be expected to produce a di-nucleotide repeat ladder, as was seen with

Tetrahymena (Ware et al., 2000). Hence, despite the weak activity of AU5, it retains an

inherent 6 base periodicity (Fig 4B, lanes 4-5).

Another pair of mutants, 51G and 53G were also difficult to detect although various

reverse primer sequences were used to amplify the predicted TTCCCC repeats (Table 1,

data not shown, see Materials and methods for primer sequences). Activity could be

detected for each enzyme, using WT primers under similar conditions to AU5 (by e

increasing the incubation time, hTER concentration and cycle number), but without

lowering the annealing temperature (Fig 4C, 51G lanes 5-7 and 53G lanes 8-10). The

51G and 53G mutants are predicted to continue to produce repeats containing -TT, which

would permit alignment of the Cx-ext primer which ends in 3'-AA (see Materials and

methods for sequence). Although the 51G mutant has a mismatch between the alignment

and template regions, it did not demonstrate a reduction in processivity, which may be

masked by the altered TRAP conditions required to detect activity. The weak activity of

these mutants may reflect a difficulty in amplification due to a high amount of

mismatches to Cx-ext and/or the synthesis of abnormal repeats not amplified by primers

specific for mutant repeats. Alternatively, low activity may be inherent for these RNA
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base changes, as shown for the 476GUG mutant in yeast (Prescott and Blackburn,

1997a).

Template switching is not a requirement for processive synthesis

Processive synthesis is defined for telomerase as the production of long stretches of

tandem telomeric DNA repeats (Greider and Blackburn, 1985). Based on observations

made with the S. cerevisiae and human telomerases, it was proposed that a dimeric

telomerase elongates its substrate by first copying from one template and then switching

to the other template for processive synthesis (Prescott and Blackburn, 1997b; Wenz et

al., 2001). To test this template-switching model, we used the 53A template mutation and

a wildtype template to distinguish the products resulting from copying two different

templates. To assemble heterodimers containing one 53A and one wildtype template, we

used a pair of complementary mutations in the P3 stem of the pseudoknot of hi■ ER that

must dimerize to function (Fig 5A and B, Ly et al., 2002).

The P3 stem region of the pseudoknot is comprised of the P3-Down strand (htER

residues 107-115) which basepairs to the P3-Up strand (residues 174-183) (Fig 5A). The

P3-Down-A mutation and the P3-Up-A mutation (Fig 5A) are complete substitutions of

the P3-Down and P3-Up strand, respectively. The mutations each disrupt basepairing of

the P3 pseudoknot and essentially abolish activity reconstituted in vitro or in vivo.

However, the P3-Down-A and P3-Up-A mutations are complementary to each other, and

combining them restores the potential for P3 basepairing. Telomerase activity is restored

by creating the double mutant, P3--Down-Up-A within the same RNA molecule or by
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equimolar mixing of P3-Down-A and P3-Up-A RNAs to create an obligatory functional

heterodimer, (P3-Down-A+P3-Up-A) (Fig 5B, Ly et al., 2002). Using the same in vitro

reconstitution system described above, telomerase was assembled with each of the P3

Down-A and P3-Up-A mutations, with the P3-Down-Up-A double mutant, and the (P3

Down-A+P3-Up-A) heterodimer (Fig 6A, lanes 12-15). As shown previously (Ly et al.,

2002), only the P3-Down-Up-A double mutant, and the (P3-Down-A+P3-Up-A)

heterodimer which restored intra- and intermolecular P3 basepairing, respectively, were

catalytically active (Fig 6A, lanes 14-15). Thus, the basepairing in P3 is critical for

activity in cis, as demonstrated for P3-Down-Up-A, or in trans, as demonstrated by the

(P3-Down-A+P3-Up-A) heterodimer. The 53A template mutation was then tested in the

context of the P3 mutant backgrounds to confirm that, as with the wildtype template, its

copying was restored by P3 pairing in cis or in trans (Fig 6A, lanes 16-19). To

reconstitute telomerase activity of the P3 heterodimers it was necessary to use larger

amounts of total hi■ ER RNA than used in the wildtype reactions, indicating that although

restoring basepairing through P3 is required, P3 base composition also influences activity

(Fig 6A compare lanes 1-11 with 14-15 and 18-19).

To amplify the products synthesized by the heterodimers with mixed wildtype and 53A

templates, various reverse primers were used, including an indiscriminate reverse primer,

Wt:53, which amplified both wildtype and mutant repeats (Fig 6B, lanes 1-3 for WT and

lanes 4-6 for 53A). The other primer combinations used were the wildtype repeat-specific

primer, Cx-ext, and the 53A mutant repeat-specific primer, 53A-CX2. In addition, the
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products from amplification with Cx-ext and 53A-Cx2 were mixed after amplification for

comparison to the PCR products obtained with the indiscriminate primer.

Finally, two different heterodimeric template telomerases were assembled in vitro. The

(53A_P3-Down A+ WT P3-Up-A) heterodimer contained the P3-Down-A mutation and

the 53A template on the same RNA molecule, and the P3-Up-A RNA contained a

wildtype template (Fig. 5C). Conversely, in the (WT_P3-Down-A+53A_P3-Up A)

heterodimer, the wildtype template resided on the P3-Down molecule while the P3-Up

molecule contained the 53A template (Fig 5D). According to the template-switching

model, if processive synthesis required alternating between templates, an inactive or

weak template would stall or reduce synthesis. In addition, it would be predicted that in

the template-switching heterodimer, the wildtype template would have difficulty aligning

the mutant products synthesized by 53A and vice versa, so predominantly short products

would be expected (compare Fig. 2A and 2B for repeat sequences). Our results indicate

this was not the case. For both heterodimers, the wildtype template was functional and

highly processive products were visible with the Cx-ext, Wt:53 primers as well as for the

mixed products from the Cx-ext and 53A-Cx2 primers [Fig 6B; lanes 9, 11, 12 for

(53A_P3-Down A+WT P3-Up-A) and lanes 13, 15, 16 for (WT_P3-Down-A+53A_P3

Up A), respectively]. In these (WT P3-Down--53A P3-Up-A) heterodimers, copying

from either template was not stalled. Furthermore, careful analysis of the mobility of the

primer extension products from all the mixed-template heterodimers revealed no

intermediate-mobility bands, as would have been predicted if any individual DNA

product molecules contained a mixture of 53A and wildtype repeat DNA sequences.
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Together, these data indicate that processive synthesis does not require template

switching.

Interestingly, the 53A mutant template activity was more sensitive to the type of P3

mutation residing within the same molecule than the wildtype template. The 53A

template was not processively copied when the P3-Down-A mutation was present in the

same molecule: the (53A_P3-Down A+WT P3-Up-A) heterodimer (Fig 6B, 53A-Cx1

primer lane 10, Wt:53 primer lane 11, and mixed products lane 12). However the 53A

template was processively copied in the (WT P3-Down-53A P3-Up-A) heterodimer (Fig

6B, 53A-Cx1 primer lane 14, Wt:53 primer lane 15, and mixed products lane 16). This

observed asymmetry in the dependence of the 53A template on the P3 strand indicates

that template function can be more sensitive to mutations in the P3-Down region,

supporting the notion that the base composition of the P3 region is important for normal

template function/catalysis.

DISCUSSION

Here we have analyzed requirements for human telomerase template functioning. First,

the minimal 3' overhang requirement for a telomere-like substrate, which pairs with a

portion of the templating domain, was demonstrated to be 4-6 nucleotides, similar to that

shown for Euplotes. However, the Euplotes Ter and hi■ ER differ in maximal possible

template domain length (15 and 11 nucleotides, respectively) and product size (8 and 6

base repeats, respectively) (Feng et al., 1995; Lingner and Cech, 1996; Lingner, 1994).

This suggests that the 3' overhang length requirement results from similar constraints that
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are independent of overall template or repeat lengths. Human telomerase basepairs its

template to nontelomeric but G-rich primers and initiates synthesis by copying the

adjacent template residue (Morin, 1991). The TAG-U substrate, containing the

Tetrahymena telomeric repeat, TTGGGG, is predicted to imperfectly basepair for

alignment on the template (Fig 1). In this case, the observed minimum overhang

requirement may be a reflection of competing factors: the DNA and RNA base

interactions required for alignment and synthesis as well as steric hindrance into the

catalytic site caused by the 5' duplex DNA. In addition, interactions separate from DNA

RNA base-pairing, such as the effects of 5' G-rich sequences on the telomerase anchor

site, may aid in aligning a double-stranded substrate for elongation (Collins and Greider,

1993; Lee, 1993; Wang and Blackburn, 1997). Such interactions may supplement direct

RNA-DNA base-pairing at the template, allowing extension of a short overhang.

These results suggest that chromosome ends in vivo do not require extensive 3' overhangs

to be elongated by telomerase. Single-stranded telomeric DNA binding proteins, such as

Cdc13p or Pot1p, protect telomere ends (Baumann and Cech, 2001; Nugent et al., 1996)

and as demonstrated for Cdc13p, may also serve to recruit telomerase (Grandin et al.,

2001; Pennock et al., 2001). Although it has been shown that long 3' overhangs exist on

telomeric DNA extracted from cells (Dionne and Wellinger, 1996; Henderson and

Blackburn, 1989; Makarov et al., 1997), our findings suggest that the long 3' overhangs

are not required for telomerase catalysis per se. Instead, the ability of telomerase to

extend short overhangs may have implications for how telomerase may function at

chromosome breaks in vivo. If extremely long 3' overhangs are not required for
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telomerase to act, this property may allow it to heal chromosome breaks with some

limited efficiency.

The roles of template residues

Using the pair of mutants 50G and 53A, we show here that alignment of products on

position 53 is important for processive synthesis. However, it remains unclear whether

position 53 also functions as a template residue, although studies in Tetrahymena suggest

this may be case. In Tetrahymena, processive synthesis occurs using alignment of

telomeric sequences on the last three 5' residues of the templating domain (Gilley and

Blackburn, 1996), yet the 5' most residue of the trio efficiently functions as a template

residue when primers are non-telomeric (Wang, 1998). The human telomerase template

may function in a similar manner, with some overlap of function between alignment and

templating residues. Recently, a study of the human telomerase template alignment

domain concluded that the first two residues of the alignment region, residues 55-56, are

dispensable for processive synthesis (Gavory et al., 2002).

The alignments we predicted for TS on the template suggest that position 53 would be the

first residue copied (Fig 2A). The TS primer is an 18 mer oligonucleotide with a random

sequence added to the 5' end of a 12-mer non-telomeric primer, -1/-11, which was

utilized by telomerase nearly as efficiently as (TTAGGG)2 (Morin, 1991). Our results can

explain an observation made in that work: while primer -1/-11 was efficiently elongated,

shortening it by one nucleotide at the 3' end (primer-2/-11) caused over a 3-fold drop in

elongation efficiency by telomerase. This can be explained if the last three nucleotides of
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-1/-11, -GTT-3', primarily aligned on template residues 54-56, with position 53 serving as

the first template residue (Fig 2A). In that case, primer-2/-11, which ends in -GT-3',

would require position 54 to be the first template residue. It has been shown for

Tetrahymena that two of the 3' most residues are not copied (Gilley and Blackburn,

1996). Our results and the recent study of the human alignment domain (Gavory et al.,

2002) suggest that an analogous situation might be happening here if residue 54 is not

functional as a template residue. In order to extend -GT-3', the enzyme must align the T

3' at position 54 without the support of other base-pair interactions. Both primers could

align more 5' on the templating domain, but in that case the significant drop in activity we

observed would not have been expected.

We tested three template mutations, 49+AA, U11 and AU5, based analogous mutations

made in Tetrahymena TER (43AA, U9 and AUN) (Ware et al., 2000). As expected, these

human mutants were also functional. The 49+AA mutant has an expanded template size,

which may prevent efficient processivity. This was not an artifact of the in vitro

reconstitution system, as similar results have been found for this telomerase assembled in

vivo (L. Xu and E. Woo, unpublished). In addition, another insertion mutant in

Tetrahymena, 49+C, decreased processivity although it was not predicted to disrupt

alignment (Gilley and Blackburn, 1996). Thus, an inherent constraint on the templating

domain, perhaps imposed by the geometry of the catalytic site in the RNP, seems to

affect processivity. Such observations are not surprising, as it has been shown in

Tetrahymena that a specific sequence 5' of the template domain defines the template

boundary (Autexier and Greider, 1995; Autexier and Greider, 1998; Lai et al., 2002). In
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yeast, a stem performs a similar function (Tzfati et al., 2000). However, such a sequence

or alternative structure has not been shown for hi■ ER.

The U11 and AU5 mutant templates are large changes to the template, yet telomerase

retained its ability to polymerize DNA. The AU5 mutant retained its 6 base periodicity,

indicating that the repeat length may be defined by RNP properties independent of the

template. The AU5 appears to have only a weak signal, which may be a function of

various factors, including the use of a primer not specific for the mutant repeats, and/or

using a TS-substrate that may not align well within the template domain. TS is predicted

to align on residues 55-56, with residue 54 being copied, but if this residue functions

primarily in alignment, as discussed above, another, possibly less efficient, alignment of

TS would be required. In support of this, the U11 mutant could use the TS primer when

longer extension times and more PCR cycles were used (data not shown), despite the

prediction that it could not basepair with the template. This activity was weaker than with

U11-specific primers and was not visible under standard conditions. Thus, the weak

activity of AU5 may be a consequence of multiple factors.

Interestingly, the pair of mutants 51G and 53G showed unexpectedly weak activity,

although the template changes were more moderate than for U11 and AU5. Surprisingly,

despite having mismatched alignment and template regions, the 51G mutant did not

demonstrate reduced processivity, compared with 53G. However, a reduction in

processivity could be masked by the altered TRAP conditions required to detect the

activity of 51G. Notably, the 50G mutant could synthesize longer products under similar
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assay conditions (Fig 3B, lane 15). The unpredictability of these effects of template

mutations has precedents in other species. For example, the S. cerevisiae template mutant

476GUG is catalytically dead, yet similar GUG substitutions only 2 or 3 bases away are

functional (Prescott and Blackburn, 1997a). The 48C–U mutation in Tetrahymena

decreased enzyme fidelity and caused premature product dissociation from the template

(Gilley and Blackburn, 1996). Therefore we propose that human telomerase provides

another example of the close relationship of template base identities with telomerase

active site functioning.

In conclusion, these analyses of template residue function support the notion that residues

56-54 function as alignment residues, i.e., can not be copied, as also shown by the study

of the alignment region (Gavory et al., 2002). However, based on our results and work in

Tetrahymena, we further suggest that htER residues 53-46 can function as template,

residues 53-50 can function in overlapping alignment and/or templating functions, and

residues 49-46 are solely template residues. However, this model remains to be tested.

Template Switching Model

Various models have been proposed for why telomerase exists as a dimer. We tested a

template-switching model which proposed that telomerase might alternate between

templates during synthesis. Specifically, in S. cerevisiae, evidence suggestive of the

enzyme switching between templates in between different rounds of extension, came

from the observations that a) the enzyme remains bound to its single-round product and

b) closely interspersed wildtype and mutant telomeric DNA repeats have been observed
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in vivo upon coexpression of wildtype and mutant template RNAs (Prescott and

Blackburn, 1997a; Prescott and Blackburn, 1997b). Although it is also a dimer, human

telomerase is processive in vitro. However, since DNA synthesis from the templates is

interdependent, it was suggested that template switching may be a requirement for

processive synthesis (Wenz et al., 2001). Significantly, our results indicate this is not the

case in vitro. However, our results do not address whether human telomerase may

concurrently function on two substrates, i.e., has two catalytically active sites. Such a

parallel-synthesis model of telomerase proposes that telomerase may function on two

sister chromatids in vivo, perhaps to coordinate their maintenance. Although we showed

that telomerase can processively elongate a primer from either template in the obligatory

dimer, the parallel-synthesis model remains to be tested, as does the possibility that only

one template site in the dimer is catalytic at a time.

Finally, an interesting observation was that mutations in the P3 domain of the telomerase

pseudoknot affected template function differentially for the 53A versus the wildtype

template; 53A template function was more dependent on the context of the P3 mutation.

It has been shown in Tetrahymena that mutations of the pseudoknot affect stable hi■ ERT

binding as well as activity, while the P3 mutants tested here can still bind hi■ ERT (H. Ly,

L. Xu, and M. Rivera, unpublished results). However, how the P3 mutations may affect

the catalytic site of hi■ ERT and utilization of the template remains an open area for

further investigation.
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Chapter 4 - Table 1

PREDICTED
MUTATION SEQUENCE RNA TEMPLAIESEQUENCE

WT, TTAGGG|33AKu■ c■ A■ ué-5
(Wildtype) £Aéºcºaaº

53A |TTTGGC 3'-CAAACCGAAAC-5'
Tºj 47

50G |TTTGGC 3'-CAAUCCGAAAC-5'
50 49

49+AA |TTTTAGGG|3-CAAUcco. AAAAUC-5
55-55-54-52-5T50Zg75-45-7

U11 AAAAAA || 3'-UUUUUUUUUUU-5'
T55-54-53.525T50-454745-7

AU5 TATATA 3'-AAUAUAUAUAU-5'
-53.52-5T50-1775-1

53G |TTCCCC |3'-CAAGGGGAAGG-5
5T 50 4745

51G |TTCCCC 3'-CAAUCGGAAGG-5
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Table 1. Template mutations of hi■ ER and the DNA sequences predicted to be

copied for each mutation.

The putative template region (residues 46–51) of the WT-hTER template domain is

underlined and the dashed underline indicates the maximal potential alignment region

(residues 52-56). Mutated template residues and their predicted DNA complements

(italics) are in red, and are underlined in red in the template.
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Figure 1. Human telomerase requires a short 3" overhang.

(A) Predicted alignment of the double stranded TAG-U substrate containing a 3'

overhang of 6 nucleotides on the hi■ ER template. (B) Stretch-PCR reactions were

performed using HeLa cell S100 extract with double-stranded TAG-U containing 3'

overhang lengths of 0, 1, 3, 6, 9, 12 and 21. Reactions were performed in duplicate and

equal amounts of each reaction were loaded in two adjacent lanes on a 10% sequencing

gel. The 38 (ssDNA) lanes are reactions with the 38 mer TAG-U single stranded

substrate alone. Controls were RNase A treatment (lanes 33-34) or no extract (lanes 35

36), and were loaded in duplicate. (C) Graph of the product signals determined for gel

shown in (B). Arbitrary units were assigned using ImageOuant values and averaged

across multiple lanes for each overhang length. (D) Graph of the product signals

determined for telomerase reconstituted in vitro using rabbit reticulocyte lysate. Unit

values were assigned as described in (C).
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Figure 2. Predicted alignment of TS substrate primers on mutant template hters.

The last 3' most 6-8 bases of TS are shown. Mutated bases of the primer (U11-TS) and

template residues are in red. (A) Two possible alignments for TS on the WT-hTER

template region. The lower alignment is favored (see text) and initially adds 8 dinTPs by

copying to the end of template before the elongated TS (TS-Hproduct) realigns for the next

round of synthesis to produce the expected 6 base repeat. (B, C, D) Predicted alignment

of TS on the 53A-hTer, 50G-h'Ter and 49+AA-hTer mutant templates are expected to be

similar to WT-hTER. Following the first round of synthesis, the TS-Hproduct made by

50G-hTer is mismatched to the template. The mutant-h'■ ers are expected to copy to the

end of the template, although this may not occur in with 49+AA-hTer, which has an

elongated template (see text). (E) Two possible predicted alignments of the U11 mutant

specific U11-TS on U11-hTer, which adds an unpredictable number of dnTPs in each

round of synthesis. (F) TS is predicted to align on AU5-hTer in two possible positions

and copy to the end of template; upon alignment of TS-Hproduct it produced a 6 base

repeat.
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Figure 3. Processivity is reduced with a mutant template with mismatches between

the alignment and template regions, and with an expanded mutant template.

All TRAP reactions used TS as a substrate/forward primer and reverse primer indicated

below for amplification. Products were displayed on 10% polyacrylamide high resolution

sequencing gels. (A)53A-hTer template has matched alignment and template regions and

is copied processively. Lanes 1-4, products amplified using the Cx-ext reverse primer

specific for wildtype repeats with WT-hTER at 10-fold dilutions (1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001 ng);

lane 5, no hi■ ER; lane 13, 53A-hTer (1 ng) and lane 14, WT-hTER (1 ng) pretreated with

RNAse A. Lanes amplified using the 53A-Cx2 mutant specific reverse primer: lanes 6-9,

53A-hTer at 10-fold dilutions (1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001 ng); lane 10, no hi■ ER; lane 11 WT

hTER (1 ng) and lane 1253A-hTer (1 ng) pretreated with RNAse A. (B) 50G-hTer has a

mismatch in the alignment region and reduces processivity. Lanes amplified using the

Cx-ext reverse primer specific for wildtype repeats: lanes 1-4, WT-hTER at 10-fold

dilutions (1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001 ng); lane 5, no htER; lane 13, 50G-hTer (1 ng) and lane 14,

WT-hTER (1 ng) pretreated with RNAse A. Lanes amplified using the 53A-Cx2 mutant

specific reverse primer: lanes 6-9, 50G-hTer at 10-fold dilutions (1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001 ng);

lane 10, no hi■ ER; lane 11, WT-hTER (1 ng); lane 12, 53A-hTer (1 ng) pretreated with

RNAse A. Lane 15, 50G-hTer (100 ng) with a longer incubation time and increased PCR

cycles (see text). (C) 49+AA-hTer, with an increased template length has reduced

processivity. Lanes amplified using the Cx-ext reverse primer specific for wildtype

repeats: lanes 1-5, WT-hTER at 10-fold dilutions (10, 1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001 ng); lane 11,

49+AA-hTer (10 ng); lane 12, no hi■ ER; and lane 14, WT-hTER (10 ng) pretreated with

RNAse A. Lanes amplified using the 49A-Cx mutant reverse primer: lane 6, WT-hTER
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(10 ng); lane 7,49+AA-hTer (100 ng) with a longer incubation and increased PCR cycles

(see text); lanes 8-10, 49+AA-hTer at 10-fold dilutions (10, 1, 0.1 ng); lane 13, no hi■ ER;

and lane 15, 49+AA-hTer (10 ng) pretreated with RNAse A.
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Figure 4. Moderate to large template changes do not abolish activity.

All TRAP reactions except for U11-hTer reactions, used TS as a substrate/forward primer

and reverse primer indicated below for amplification. Products were separated on 10%

sequencing gels. (A) U11-hTer telomerase products lack any 6 base periodicity. Lanes

amplified using the Cx-ext reverse primer specific for wildtype repeats: lanes 1-5, WT

hTER at 10-fold dilutions (10, 1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001 ng); lane 12, U11-h'Ter (10 ng), lane 13,

no hi■ ER; and lane 14, WT-hTER (10 ng) pretreated with RNAse A. Lanes amplified

using the U11-TS and U11-Cx2 mutant specific reverse primer: lane 6, WT-hTER (10

ng); lanes 7-11, U11-hTer at 10-fold dilutions (10, 1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001 ng); lane 15, no

hTER; and lane 16, U11-hTer (10 ng) pretreated with RNAse A. (B) AU5-hTer is weakly

active and retains the 6 base periodicity of products. All lanes were amplified with the TS

and Cx-ext primers. Lanes 1-3, WT-hTER (1, 0.1, 0.01 ng); lanes 4-9 AU5-hTer (100,

10, 1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001 ng); lane 10, no hi■ ER; lane 11, WT-hTER (1 ng) pretreated with

RNAse A and lane 12, AU5-hTer (100 ng) pretreated with RNAse A. (C) 51G-hTer and

53G-hTer show weak but processive activity. All lanes were amplified with the TS and

Cx-ext primers. Lanes 1-4, WT-hTER (1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001 ng); lanes 5-7, 51G-hTer (100,

10, 1 ng); lanes 8-10, 53G-hTer (100, 10, 1 ng); lane 11, no hi■ ER; lane 12, WT-hTER (1

ng) pretreated with RNAse A; lane 13, 51G-hTer (100 ng) pretreated with RNAse A and

lane 14, 53G-hTer (100 ng) pretreated with RNAse A.
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Figure 5. Obligatory heterodimers of telomerase formed through intermolecular

basepairing of the P3 subdomain of hi■ ER.

(A) Schematic of WT-hTER. The yellow highlighted region includes the P3 pseudoknot

and the templating domain. The residues of the WT P3-Up strand are represented by a

blue bar with a bulge, the WT P3-Down strand residues are represented by a blue bar and

the template domain is represented by a black bar. Legend at right: the pseudoknot

mutations, P3-Up-A and P3-Down-A, in red bars (with a bulge for the P3-Up-A mutation)

53A mutant template, black and red stripes. (B) The template domain and mutations of

the P3 pseudoknot region of hi■ ER (region highlighted yellow in A). P3-Down-A and P3

Up-A mutations of hi■ ER each represent changes to only one strand of the P3 region and

are inactive when each is assembled into telomerase. After mixing both h'■ ER mutants

together, dimerization through intermolecular pairing of the P3 pseudoknot region

(center) creates a heterodimer, (P3-Down-A+P3-Up-A), and restores telomerase activity.

(C, D) Mixing of the P3 pseudoknot mutations with wildtype and 53A-mutant templates.

(C) The 53A_P3-Down-A mutation of hi■ ER, (53A template and P3-Down-A mutation) is

mixed with the P3-Up-A mutation (with a wildtype template) to create a mixed template

heterodimer (53A P3-Down-A+P3-Up-A), that is active and produces repeats from each

template. In this context the wildtype template is more active than 53A (see text and

figure 6B). (D) The converse of (C). The P3-Down-A mutation of hi■ ER (wildtype

template) is mixed with 53A_P3-Up-A (53A template) and the heterodimer (P3-Down

A+53A_P3-Up-A), is active and produces wildtype and mutant repeats in similar

quantities.
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Figure 6. WT-hTER and 53A-hTer mutant template activity of obligate

heterodimers formed through intermolecular pairing through P3.

All TRAP reactions used TS as a substrate/forward primer and the reverse primer

indicated below for amplification. Products were separated on 10% sequencing gels. (A)

Dimerization through the P3 pseudoknot region is required for activity and the 53A-hTer

template is more sensitive than the wildtype template to the P3 pseudoknot mutations.

Lanes amplified using the Cx-ext reverse primer specific for wildtype repeats: lanes 1-5,

WT-hTER (10, 1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001 ng); lane 6, 53A-hTer (10 ng); lanes 12-15, wildtype

template (50 ng); lane 12, P3-Down-A; lane 13, P3-Up-A; lane 14, P3-Down/Up-A with

both P3 strands mutated within the same molecule (cis); lane 15 (P3-Down-A+P3-Up-A)

heterodimer (refer to Fig. 5B). Lanes amplified using the 53A-Cx2 reverse primer

specific for 53A repeats: lanes 7-10, 53A-hTer (10, 1, 0.1, 0.01 ng); lane 11, WT-hTER

(10 ng); lanes 16-19, 53A template (50 ng); lane 16, 53A_P3-Down-A; lane 17, 53A_P3

Up-A; lane 18, 53A_P3-Down/Up-A with both P3 strands mutated within the same

molecule (cis); lane 19 (53A_P3-Down-A+53A_P3-Up-A) heterodimer. (B) A mixed

heterodimer of WT-hTER and 53A-hTer templates is processive and the activity of the

53A-hTer template is reduced when the P3-Down-A mutation is on the same RNA. Lanes

with a wildtype P3 region and amplified with Wt:53, an indiscriminate reverse primer:

lanes 1-3, WT-hTER (1, 0.1, 0.01 ng); lanes 4-6, 53A-hTer (1, 0.1, 0.01 ng); lane 27, no

hTER; lane 28, WT-hTER (1 ng) pretreated with RNAse A; lane 29, 53A-hTer (1 ng)

pretreated with RNAse A. Lanes 7-16, P3 mutants with WT or 53A templates (50 ng);

lane 7 (P3-Down-A+P3-Up-A) heterodimer with two WT templates amplified with Cx

ext; lane 8 (53A_P3-Down-A+53A_P3-Up-A) heterodimer with two 53A templates
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amplified with 53A-Cx2; lanes 9-12 (53A_P3-Down-A+P3-Up-A) mixed template

heterodimer (Fig. 5C); lane 9, amplified with Cx-ext; lane 10, amplified with 53A-Cx2;

lane 11, amplified with Wt:53; lane 12, telomerase products amplified with Cx-ext were

pooled with products amplified with 53A-Cx2; lanes 13-16 (P3-Down-A+53A_P3-Up-A)

mixed template heterodimer (Fig. 5D); lane 13, amplified with Cx-ext; lane 14, amplified

with 53A-Cx2; lane 15, amplified with Wt:53; lane 16, telomerase products amplified

with Cx-ext were pooled with products amplified with 53A-Cx2.
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Beginning at the End

At the start of this thesis project in 1996, it was accepted that template mutations of

telomerase RNA result in the synthesis of the corresponding mutant repeats at telomeres

(McEachern and Blackburn, 1995; Yu et al., 1990). It had been shown in Tetrahymena

that the template residues influence enzyme catalysis and function as a "template" for

copying (Gilley et al., 1995). It was also observed that telomere length decreased in

human fibroblast cells as a function of the number of cellular divisions and that most

cancer cells have telomerase activity (Harley et al., 1990; Kim et al., 1994). The sequence

specificity of the telomeric binding protein, TRF (now called TRF1), was known and

TRF2 had not yet been discovered (Chong et al., 1995; Hanish et al., 1994; Zhong et al.,

1992). The human telomerase RNA was cloned (Feng et al., 1995). With that basic

information at hand, I started a project aimed at studying the effects of telomerase

template mutations on cancer cells with the hope that it would prove enlightening in

understanding the role of telomerase in cell proliferation as well as elucidating potential

drug design strategies for cancer therapy. For the same reasons, I was also interested in

the basic mechanistic properties of human telomerase with template mutations.

The investigative work presented in this dissertation revealed many interesting aspects of

human telomerase activity. In this work mutant template telomerase RNAs (MT-hTers)

inhibited the growth of two cancer cell types (breast and prostate) in vitro and in vivo

(Chapter 2). All the template mutants studied were active in vitro and in some cases had

unanticipated effects on enzymatic activity (Chapter 4). Analysis of human telomerase

assembled in vitro and in vivo indicated that the enzyme requires a 3' overhang to
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elongate a double-stranded substrate (Chapter 4). Human telomerase was shown to

dimerize through the P3 pseudoknot subdomain of hi■ ER (Chapter 3). And analysis of a

dimeric telomerase reconstituted in vitro indicated the enzyme is not required to switch

between templates for processive synthesis (Chapter 4).

Low Levels of Mutant Template Telomerase RNAs Are Cytotoxic

A total of seven template mutations of the human telomerase RNA were created (See

Table 1, Chapter 4). Four of the mutations: 53A, 50G, 53G, and 51G were made to

disrupt telomeres. Telomeric DNA synthesized by these mutant telomerases were

predicted to disrupt the binding of the telomeric binding proteins by changing the 3rd and

6th positions of the human repeat TTAGGG (i.e., the underlined bases: TTAGGG),

which are most critical for binding (Hanish et al., 1994; Zhong et al., 1992). The final

group of mutations, AU5, U11 and 49A (or 49+AA) were based on the mutations made

in Tetrahymena named AUN, U9, and 43AA, respectively (Kirk et al., 1997; Ware et al.,

2000).

Expression of all seven of the human telomerase RNA template mutations in human

cancer cell lines reduced cell growth and viability. Although different mutations were

transfected into different lines, the data were similar. Three mutations were selected for

thorough characterization: AU5, U11 and 49+AA, the mutations based on those made in

Tetrahymena. The reduction in cell growth and viability of cells expressing mutant

templates was shown by assays of cell colony forming ability; 'H-thymidine

incorporation, flow cytometry (to determine the amount of cell apoptosis and perturbation
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of the cell cycle) and long term culturing. Expression of the 49A-hTer reduced tumor

growth when MCF-7 cells were xenografted into nude mice, consistent with the results

shown for cells cultured in vitro. Thus, expressing MT-hTers is toxic to cancer cells in

vitro and in vivo, demonstrating that human cancer cells constitute another example of the

cytotoxicity of template mutations and that MT-hTer expression may be a viable

therapeutic strategy to target cancer.

Significantly, the MT-hTers were not overexpressed. Expression of MT-hTers occurred

at equivalent or lower levels than endogenous wildtype h'■ ER and wildtype telomerase

activity was easily detected. Furthermore, we could not detect the incorporation of mutant

repeats at telomeres for any of the mutants. These results had not ever been observed all

at once within any system (Kirk et al., 1997; Krauskopf and Blackburn, 1996; Marusic et

al., 1997; McEachern and Blackburn, 1995; Prescott and Blackburn, 1997a; Ware et al.,

2000; Yu et al., 1990). The findings presented here indicate that some cancer cell types

are exquisitely sensitive to MT-hTer expression. We hypothesize that the addition of

undetectable amounts of mutant sequences to a single susceptible telomere within a cell

is sufficient to disrupt telomere protein binding and trigger the observed effects.

However the results presented here raise many questions. Are mutant sequences being

produced at telomeres? Although I later found that telomerase is active with the template

mutations in vitro, I did not directly test this within cells expressing a mix of hi■ ER and

MT-hTer transcripts. Assembly of MT-hTers in a telomerase null background (ALT

cells) results in activity (L. Xu, unpublished data), which strongly suggests that these
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MT-hTers are active. But, mutant telomerase activity in cells with a wildtype background

remains to be verified.

Another question: are the observed MT-hTer effects the consequence of mutant

sequences perturbing telomere binding proteins? Analysis of the telomeric binding

proteins (TRF1, TRF2, and Potl) in vitro is a simple way to determine how well these

proteins bind to the mutant sequences synthesized by these mutant template telomerases.

Another intriguing observation of these template mutants is that they display some

variance in severity (i.e., U11 was the least severe), which may reflect the ability of the

telomeric binding proteins to recognize these mutant sequences at telomeres. It might

also be useful to determine what sequences are most prohibitive to protein binding to

create more directed mutants than we have at hand (although several new template

mutants have been created in the Blackburn lab and are under investigation.)

In addition, there is strong evidence supporting the importance of telomeric binding

proteins in telomere function. Expression of a dominant negative form of the TRF2

telomeric protein induces end-to-end telomeric fusions and p53- and ATM-mediated

apoptosis (suggesting the induction of a DNA damage response) (Karlseder et al., 1999;

van Steensel et al., 1998). Both cell lines studied here are p53-positive, which would

suggest that MT-hTer expression disrupts TRF2 function, which cascades into apoptosis

mediated by p53. Assuming disruption of TRF2, our model would predict that p53

negative cells would be more resistant to MT-hTer expression. This has not been

observed as MT-hTer p53-negative cells display the same phenotype (S. Li, unpublished
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data). Thus, it remains to be elucidated what pathway(s) are triggering apoptosis and the

other observed effects.

Although overexpressing MT-hTers is not necessary to affect cells, it will be extremely

informative to set up a system without background wildtype telomerase activity.

Ribozyme or RNAi expression are strategies that are being used in the Blackburn lab to

selectively target and eliminate wildtype h'TER, as is transfecting the MT-hTers (and

hTERT) into ALT cells (cells maintaining telomeres with telomerase activity). Studying

the MT-hTers in a "clean" background might reveal some weak phenotypic consequences

which were masked in our study. For instance, if a large number of telomeres are

perturbed, we might be able to view the formation of anaphase bridges and telomere

fusions, which are the consequences of loss of telomere function. Recently, it was

suggested that senescence is triggered by an altered telomere state, not length (Karlseder

et al., 2002) and it might be worthwhile to investigate whether MT-h'Ter expression

CauSCS SCIICSCCIICC.

The expression of mutant template telomerase RNA represents a novel therapeutic

approach to the treatment of cancer disease and much investigation into the relevance of

our results in an in vivo situation remains to be done. In a xenograft mouse model system

we showed that 49A-hTer cells have increased apoptosis rates, and reduced mitosis and

tumor formation. This is a promising result in terms of future cancer therapy. However,

we do not yet know whether the expression of MT-hTers can be toxic to tumors which

have already formed. This question is more relevant to any clinical applications that may
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be derived from the results presented here. And, of course, the MT-hTer strategy depends

on the development of an efficient means of gene delivery in vivo.

Mutant Template Telomerase RNAs Are Active In Vitro

The effects of template mutations on telomerase activity were studied using an in vitro

reconstitution system and the TRAP assay to detect the products synthesized by

telomerase. All seven mutant template telomerase RNAs (see Chapter Four, Table 1) had

detectable activity although the effects were varied and unpredictable. I observed effects

on processivity (50G and 49+AA), product length (49+AA and U11), and strength of

activity (50G, 51G, 53G, and AU5). Only one mutation (53A) was similar to wildtype in

processivity and activity levels. However, the TRAP assay is an indirect assay that

depends on PCR amplification of products so many effects on activity may have been

masked. Performing conventional telomerase assays of these mutants assembled with the

in vitro reconstitution system or assembled in vivo (using telomerase negative ALT cells)

is the next step in analysis of these mutants. In that case the effects on activity observed

with TRAP can be verified as well as determining how other aspects of telomerase

activity are affected.

Human Telomerase Requires a Short 3" Overhang

Telomerase assembled in vitro and in vivo requires a telomeric double-stranded substrate

to have a minimum 3' overhang length of 4-6 nucleotides. However, the Stretch-PCR

assay I used is dependent on the Tetrahymena telomere repeat (TTGGGG), which differs

from the human repeat by 1 base (TTAGGG). Therefore, testing human telomerase with
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a double-stranded substrate of human repeats remains to be done. It would also be

informative to test the ability of telomerase to extend non-telomeric double-stranded

substrates. Telomerase activity with non-telomeric single-stranded primers has been

tested with sequences derived from a healed chromosome truncation site associated with

alpha-thalassaemia (Morin, 1991). To heal a chromosome telomerase must act on a non

telomeric substrate that can not fully basepair to the template and in which a long 3'

overhang (typical of telomeres) is not present. Thus, the study of telomerase with non

telomeric double-stranded substrates may have implications for chromosome healing in

vivo.

A Human Telomerase Dimer is Not Required to Switch Between Templates

In this work I demonstrated that a telomerase heterodimer assembled with a marked

template (53A) and wildtype template can synthesize products from the processive usage

of a single template. However, the observation that telomerase can synthesize products

from only one template does not exclude the possibility of template switching. This work

was done with telomerase assembled in vitro, which does not directly determine in vivo

function. The experiments here also do not address whether template switching is an

actual phenomenon. The model of template switching was initially derived from a few

observations made in S. cerevisiae: (1) telomerase is dimer; (2) the presence of

interspersed wildtype and mutant repeats in the telomeres of cells expressing a mix of

wildtype and mutant template telomerase RNAs; and (3) the S. cerevisiae telomerase

remains bound to its products after one round of synthesis (Prescott and Blackburn,

1997a; Prescott and Blackburn, 1997b). The third observation was important in making
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the proposal that mixed repeats might occur from the action of a single telomerase

complex which remains bound to the telomere between rounds of elongation.

Human telomerase is also a dimer and the templates appeared interdependent for

synthesis (Wenz et al., 2001). Thus it was proposed that template switching was required

for processive activity. Although this is not the case, human telomerase may have a single

catalytic site, allowing synthesis from one template at a time. It is unclear why telomerase

exists as a dimer and one hypothesis is that the enzyme works on two substrates (i.e.,

sister chromatids in vivo) simultaneously (Prescott and Blackburn, 1997b; Wenz et al.,

2001). This model requires human telomerase to have two catalytic sites, which is not

known and thus is another path of inquiry that remains.

The End

Telomerase activity and its role in cancer progression is a large field of investigation.

This work indicated that expression of mutant template telomerase RNA is toxic to

cancer cells, although the precise mechanism remains unknown. And analysis of basic

mechanistic properties of telomerase may be fruitful for the research into telomerase

inhibitors for cancer treatment. Ultimately, mutant template telomerase RNA expression

may be a feasible strategy that is a means to the end of Some cancers.
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